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Hi Everyone, Christ Lippens collected my posts into a file off my thread “Ask Candace” and sent them
to me. He has plans for the material. I posted some more after he made the collection, so I added
them into this. The questions people asked, and in some cases, quoted material from the Urantia
Book, are bolded. My answers are plain. Be warned, this is 50 pages long in Arial 10 and there are a
few places where the fonts are “off” and nothing I trie fixes it. I corrected only those typo’s that showed
up on my word processor and I left in the typos that others made. The different posts are separate by
lines and asteriks. A small amount of this material may look familiar to some of you, as I have posted
some before. I did not answer all the questions there and the thread continued for a few days after my
last post, if anybody is interested in investigating further. This is not the whole thread, just the relevant
questions that I chose to answer. The thread has many pages of useless arguing by a few who came
to "debunk" me, my old nemesis"menow" being the major offender. -Candace

Ask Candace
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1

Ask Candace
HI all, several folks have wished I would start a thread where they could ask questions. This is
it. Another started one tonight that was removed and I have no idea why. I will be posting a link
to this thread in the Holy Shit magnetosphere thread, so some there can bring questions here.
It is past my bedtime, so this is all I am posting tonight. I will take questions related to who I am
and my journey, as related to my work with star fleet. Thankyou.
************************************************************

Question:
Hi Candace,
As I understand it, our goal is to raise our level of consciousness and that unconditional love
and compassion are the key. It seems logical that a vegetarian/vegan lifestyle would help
reduce our karmic footprint. My question is: Are our space brothers and sisters vegetarian?
Are you?

Answer:
The majority are vegetarian or vegan. Some are still 4d, and make use of animals and have them
aboard craft. But the animals are held in great respect for their gifts and not raised in the horrendous
methods on this planet. Our brother are allow to fly the friendly universe when they prove they are
responsible to life. Those not yet in that state are kept confined to their local solar systems until they
are.

Advancing souls NEVER eat meat, but some continue with dairy where diary animals exist, and use
eggs. Some forms still need the cholesterol eggs supply. Including many here on earth. But as
technology is gained, food is manufactured also from replicators, these were introduced in Star Trek,
manufactured out of the electrons etc, in the etheric medium, and so "eggs" could be made in this
manner.
We also have visitors of a very high vibration and body type that do not eat as we do at all, the
consume pure light, both absorbed and drank as liquid light. All forms have to be maintained in some
way. Mind is heavily involved in maintenance too.
There are bodies that do not require elimination like ours do, I WANT MINE BACK! I have one in
"storage" while I am incarnate. In that body type, everything is absorbed, and thus no intestines are
required.
I am vegetarian yes. I would like to be vegan, but I need eggs still. I enjoy small amounts of cheese
but the stuff is not good for me in excess, because of the high level of phosphates. Too much dairy
and phosphate additives in food are the main cause of osteoarthritis on this planet, and lots of star
seeds who are using some of their own DNA or have modified DNA can't eliminate the excess dietary
phosphates. I have paid the price, in that regard, not knowing this until about 10 years ago. I have
significant arthritis, started when I was in high school.
I also can rarely find "vegan" shoes to wear. Vegan implies using no animal products. My health
improved a great deal when I dropped meat. It is very inflammatory, the way it is raised and we eat too
much protein on this planet, which causes many to be acidic. I tried becoming vegetarian many years
ago, but didn't feel good, and that was because of the cheese and milk consumption, we replaced too
much meat with dairy. Meat was tasting awful to me about 10 years ago and I was cutting back on it
for that reason and my chronic inflammation began to improve, so I dropped it completely. Then I
learned also how the awful ways animals are farmed for food, and would never to return to meat
eating for that reason.
Man as he grows always gives up meat. We are not supposed to be consuming it on this supposedly
more advanced planet. We are overpopulated and the land to raise animals could be used to feed
people. There is much loss in the food chain by feeding animals and then eating them. Got to go walk,
be back later.

What's up with the Bill Clinton thing? I saw where Esu/CM said they were going to "take care of
business". What's the word?
Interesting about the food. I do think we are meant to eat plants. Barring any ideas about
canine teeth, the bible says we were first in the Garden of Eden. There isn't much info on the
happenings of the transition from that to the Egyptian time frame.
You already answered the question about the bathroom.
What are their ships made out of? Clouds? Do they use metal or alloys at all?
One last question. In your last "session" with CM/Esu I saw where it was stated that black spot
on Jupiter would grow. I couldn't find a timestamp on your post at AH, but was curious if that
was posted before we all read NASA and other websites stated it was growing? That's pretty
cool if your article was posted first. Do you know how big the black spot will get?

Quoting: Anonymous Coward

I haven't been updated regarded the Bill Clinton thing, other than things are not going well this
morning.
We weren't the first in the garden of Eden. That was built long after man walked the earth and Eve fed
her 60+ kids on nut milks etc past weaning. They were vegans, used no dairy. Would have been too

hard on the kidneys. There isn't much information between the garden of Eden and the Egyptians
because there were some cleansings of the planet, burying the old. The Adam and Eve mission was
about 38000 years ago and the sinking of Atlantic and Lemuria have occurred between, and the great
flood.
I am going to suggest you and others interested in Adam and Eve visit the Urantia Book, Papers 73
thru 76. www.urantia.org . This is an accurate story. There have been what others called the garden of
Eden in some literature that was merely the condition of the entire planet after cleasing during the
photon belt in which renewal took place and man set forth again. It would not be worth my time here to
parrot the material. This is very readable section of the UB. I also have some of it with commentary on
my website, look under the UB section.
The work Esu will be doing will in a sense replace the failed Adam and Eve mission, We are going to
build a shared international headquarters, still planned for Colorado after stasis. We will work on it
during stasis in fact. The Adam and Eve's build great universities and the NORMAL situation, had
there not been failure, would have seen huge scientific progress etc. and we would not be writing the
story we are now. We will have a global university system. Ask some questions, all of you intersted on
this topic AFTER you read the sections in the UB. I need to go meet a friend for lunch. Will be back
later and continue answering to this post.
[b]OK, I am picking up where I left off when I was called to lunch.
Ships are not made out of clouds. Some can change shape and simulate clouds as a method of
cloaking. Others can draw moisture around them, creating the same effect. Some ships are completely
physical matter as understood on earth, being made out of metal alloys.
Others are constructed of "morontial" matter, out of matter not found on the evolutionary worlds.
Morontial material, the physical morontial material, is actually living material of a different nature than
that found on the evolutionary worlds. You seem some stuff on the net about element 115. That would
be one of them.
There are also advanced completely spiritual beings of GREAT MIND, who need NO ship at all, but
can manifest a ship, if one is needed, or should be seen. Understand these ones can also manifest
how they look to you, and if you need to see an "angel" with beautiful hair, long gown and "wings" so
shall it happen. And all of you here who would take the eternal journey would one day be able to do
the same.
As to the Jupiter post you are refering to, I did it shortly before posting the work, so the date on the
work is accurate. I usually spend a few minutes to a couple hours before they are posted, cleaning up
the typos, (which I never completely manage to accomplish), and perhaps eating and resting a bit. If I
have done a piece before the day it is posted, I say so.
I most likely was aware myself of the posts saying it was growing before we put out the piece, but you
can compare the dates I put up the piece with the dates of the pics showing it growing if you like. I
actually just went and opened a current post, and there is a time stamp of sorts, it shows the time
posted as recorded by the computer, but its not UTC time. Our computer is in New York, so maybe it's
eastern time. I really don't know.
I was also shown "star ship" Jupiter turning its lights on and off, dimming and brightening, moving,
color change etc on July 15th, which I did post about on my site. At the time I was merely told this was
for my benefit because of something that would happen that would cause a lot of questions to come
forth. But I was not told on the 15th that Star Ship Jupiter was going to grow a big spot.
Early on, on another thread here, I suggested that perhaps some lights in the hologram were turned
off. I was making a semi tongue in cheek post trying to get people to think. I did know the hologram
was changed as soon as the guys pics from Australia hit the net and then asked some questions of my
team above.
Dr. P had a lot of fun with this, posting that I said some lights had burned out. Ok, I thinks that's all that
was asked in the quoted material.

Last Edited by Candace on 8/5/2009 at 6:44 PM

do you live in a trailer with 37 cats?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward

I live in a mobile home yes. I did have 3 litters of kittens a year ago I had not planned on and found
homes for them all. I don't have 37 pets, no where close, but for reasons of privacy I don't give details.
I had a beloved cat murdered once to send me a "message", so pardon if there are some personal
things I do not share.
My home is an older home, it was not new when I purchased it, it is paid for, and I lead a very simple
life. Please ignore any posts here on GLP in any of various threads that say I am getting rich doing
this. My rewards are NOT of this world. I have NO interest in collecting things.

Hi Candace.
a) Why have you started a website that continues to promote the most incredible lies and
embarrasses legitimate channellers around the world?
b) Do you know how much time spend allaying fears brought on from your Jupiter drivel?

Quoting: Anonymous Coward
I started the website because that is part of my job agreement. This is a SINCERE real attempt to let
the world know what is going on, or more specifically, waking up the light workers. People have the
right to know. Every single major project by star fleet to inform the world has been taken out. The US
of A was chosen as the predominant site for educational activity, and the dark countered with their
own, causing great confusion.
AbundantHope is partnered directly with Christ Michael and Esu. We ARE the Second Coming
Organization. There is NO other. We should have a website.
Basically my work is a continuation of sorts of the Phoenix Journals, but we do not need to repeat
what is already said, and we don't need to do the news like what was done with those, as there are
plenty of excellent alternative resources on the web now, and many excellent books from the past are
being put up for free.
The star seeds, and in fact anyone has a right to know what is coming. The websites purpose in part is
to draw out the star seeds, and build teams that will manifest during stasis.
Many of the so called legitimate channelers around the world work for the CIA Council of Light
program. They work off of pendulums embedded with speakers, or they "hear" actual sound from
"chips" or speakers planted near their ears and these ones usually have controllers in their lives. Even
the Teaching Mission has some fake TR's who KNOW they are fake, and technological microphones
and receivers are used to deceive, and the deception gets easier now with "light line" type conference
calling.
I am a telepath, born that way as I have stated before. I have enhanced crystalline circuitry which
allows linkage with the higher entities, and I call it my arch angel channel. This channel cannot not be
accessed or "over heard" by entities under the arch angel level. I have it for security reasons. Since
the channel was built in my brain by Gabriel of Salvington, I have done all my public material using it. I
have other channels also. 3rd eye, 4th eye, and a direct ciruit with CM and Esu.
I remind you, that what people thought was Jupiter showed up in our skies after being behind the sun,
on the time schedule earth folks expected to see it. And NASA admitted, after STEREO Behind took

pictures of Jupiter and it's new planets moving behind the sun (and in the wrong direction I might add),
in Mid March, that the real Jupiter HAD NOT BEEN SEEN. IT WAS IN THE CORONA STILL. The
video taken over 30 hours showed it moving behind the occulting disk. It was moved because the
energies were causing too many problems with earth and her rotation and tilt. This is the link to the
Stereo Behind film, it was posted as the pic of the week in late March on SOHO. [link to
soho.nascom.nasa.gov]
This is the link to the thread I attempted to start here, about the issue because others were noticing
odd things and I felt it would be nice to collect all of it in a single thread. The tread was attacked and
pages of stuff against the idea posted within hours. I eventually gave it up. [link to
www.godlikeproductions.com]
Now I am NOT going to keep repeating this material when others ask. Nor other material. Some of you
here, I would appreciate it, if newbies come later, to let them know where the material can be found.
For those not having heard of the Phoenix Journals, these were a project by GOD, and some
ascended masters, that ran about 10 years from 1989 to 1999. The material was presented in simple
cheap books, called the Phoenix Journals. Many were never published, as the whole project was hit
up by black ops. You can read both the published one, and the unpublished ones on
www.fourwind10.com/journals/html.com Plus also the various newspapers that were created such as
the Liberator, and Contact Magazine. After Contact Magazine went capoot, a new magazine was
started called The Spectrum News. These are archived also at www.fourwinds10.com
I also have a few journals on my website, as people transcribe them into a typewritten format for
translation into other languages etc. The original journals, were copied from the printed books, pape
by page on a copy machine and then scanned into the computer, and the files are long for those on
dial up to download. They can't even be read online by people on dialup very easily, page changes
take too long. We are getting some into locked pdf files and this take will be finished during stasis.

Hi Candace;
I feel that I am ready to ascend up to 5th Dimension and would like to stay with Mother Earth
after stasis. However, there will be a lot of physical work necessary until we get things in shape
and I am 62 and not sure I would be able to handle this.
am I just out of luck here.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward

If you have made an agreement to return and serve, you will be given signicant healing and de aging
to make it possible. Some will be given new cloned bodies of a higher vibration also. Old folks are
likely to be getting those, it would depend on the health. At any rate, those serving the process will be
given that which they need according to their contracts.

Candace, this 'stasis'- when does it occur? Will people be aware they are in stasis? During?
After? But most importantly, when will it occur?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward

Stasis begins when the magnetic field collapses, as the planetary life will be exposed to heavy
radiation. Stasis returns the life to the etheric temporarily and the radiation will have no effect. We just
ask people to imagine it being like pausing a DVD. Stasis could also begin if something really serious
happens before then. The LA basin for example going into the ocean might cause them to begin it,
now that preparations are complete.
People will not be aware they are in stasis. The soul is always aware however, of everything. Many
people are not ensouled and will not be aware period in anyway. Many of these will pass during stasis,
and will never know. This is compassionate.

Much of live will be awakened again after the magnetic field is back up, but also dependant on what is
awakened, of the atmosphere from the volcanism. Obviously many plants, animals, and people may
be moved to awaken elsewhere, because there is going to be considerable earth changing. If Jupiter
is not brought out beforehand, it will be afterwards, and there will be axis change for various causes, in
addition to the sun coming up in the west. This is all part of bringing up new lands, and retired tired
lands.
Also, as preparation for becoming monopolar later, the land masses must be redistributed to a more
balance relationship around the planet. Currently most land masses are on the northern hemisphere.
This will not all be accomplished during THIS stasis. There may be stasis again, and evacuating and
moving people around in the coming years, when opportunity presents. The difference, is that people
will know and participate next time, as the black ops thugs will be gone. We did actually hope for
cooperation, and let the axis change from Jupiter occur before any stasis, or let LA go into the sea, but
this was ignored of course. To do this required absolute trust and cooperation with star fleet, and these
plans being fully public. Next time they will be.

Are you aware of this?
"After awhile, you will see a time when there is another body in orbit around your solar system,
coming between Earth and the Sun and leading to tremendous devastation."
This is part of a public message of Our Lady (Virgin Mary mother of Jesus) to the world
through Gianna Sullivan.
She tells us there is another body in orbit around our solar system and it will be coming
between the Earth and the Sun. However the message never said when.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 721700

This is not so. There is another body, which is a brown dwarf encircling our sun way out past the
known planets, which helps balance the system. This does not even enter inner orbits, any more than
any of the planets do naturally. Mother Mary certainly knows what is going on, she is Sanat Kumara's
"honey", And Esu's "real mother" so I have no idea why this channel misinterpreted who she was
working with.
As I have stated AbundantHope, and it's channels, (didn't add that before, but it is so), provide these
types of updates. We are directly partnered with CM, and Esu, and were are the Second Coming
organization. The information we put out is not given to others, simply to avoid the confusion that will
result. Please understand I am not saying I am the only one the ascended masters work with. I am
merely saying that certain exclusive information is given through me and my other team members,
which includes Jess, Eve, and Leonette at this point. Others on my team may provide little bits as they
desire.
Thus there is NO Nibiru, or other planetary body, asteroid or anything of this sort that is going to
impact in this solar system at this time. We are going to ascend the planet, not destroy the planet. We
are ascending also the entire solar system, not destroying it. And the ignition of Jupiter that was
carried out behind the sun this winter, did not severely impact the solar system.
Winter of 2008, Jupiter did not finish the involution necessary to turn into a sun, and star fleet tried to
continue the work before it left the corona, and was still at some distance from earth. It was decided
this was way to risky to earth to continue past a certain point, and the process was stopped, to try
again this 2009 January and it was successful.
The new sun provides energies necessary to the stabilization of the solar system in light and life. It
assists the increase in the vibration of matter in the solar system.
This is the last post tonight. I have plans for the evening.

PLEASE EXCUSE MY IGNORANCE, BUT WHAT IS THE MONAD AND HOW CAN I GET IT ?
WHAT I KNOW NOW IT'S THAT I'M GOOD AS A MESSENGER AND I REALLY LIKE THIS.
IT'S VERY EASY FOR ME TO TALK OTHER BROTHERS ABOUT COMING EVENTS.
Quoting: xXXXXXXXXX

Souls from higher realms don't fully incarnate, the human body could not bear the energy. So your
soul is actually linked by that silver thread thingy. Your soul has a storage system, if you have reached
spirit levels, called a monad. This stores your tons and tons of knowledge. Kinda like a computer hard
drive of you. When its time to get heavily involved, depending on your reasons for incarnating, and
once you are waking up, your monad which is not huge but a very powerful hard drive, downloads
actually into your body. our entire spirit form does not download, as it is made of photons, and if it did,
there would go your current body, POOF. This occurred for me in 2002. The Monad, not the Poof!
Body still here.
I was conscious of it. I was "dreaming" and this huge cross of bright light formed in what seemed in the
dream to be up in the sky, and then it came down and shot into my chest, strongly so, waking me up, a
energy charge, charged my body. And for weeks at least, I experience a lot of this feeling of energy
cursing my body as new connections were formed. Still have it now and then actually.
Since then, my access to my knowledge increases, as I am allowed it. Some stuff is not allowed by the
"higher self" until the timing is right. Access Denied. But it will feed you what you should have as
needed.
Others, younger souls not yet having spirit forms, have astral forms, and the as the changes happen,
the body DNA is changed in the lightworkers by their angels, on ships usually, and the astral form,
which surrounds the body, begins to merge with the body, as the DNA vibrates faster for it to do so. As
the energies from the photon belt increase, this will begin to happen to everybody, but those leading
the charge experience it first.
Both things are occurring now for many of those here that have a role to play, has been for a few
years now. But whether monad or astral merging, you will find yourselves greatly enhanced. Oops.
said I wasn't going to post again. Oh well. Back to tending the website.

What do you think about this site:
[link to montalk.net]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward

A VERY interesting site for those able to look beyond their box. Try out this pdf if you can.
[link to www.montalk.net]
Its kinda sad how Candace has to defend herself against people who seem to insult her for a
living. Sad. It would be good to see this thread with only honest comments and no negative
bullshit
Quoting: Anonymous Coward

Look at it like this: 1. The shills provide an open door for me to teach. 2. They offer others the
opportunity to see what a closed mind looks like. 3. One gets to practice studying how mind control by
black ops is done.

And thus discernment grows. Life is always, always, when it's REAL life, not robotic life, about
searching for more.

and also, with regards to your 'mission' and what you say about the plan of the higher entities, have
you ever considered the notion of 'karma' and that everything happens for a reason and that things are
the way they should be? I mean, souls incarnate here for a reason right? Souls obviously have a life
plan before they reincarnate and live as humans on Earth. So stasis, evacuation, earth changes...are
just an escape route, an easy way out, and these are all things that will disrupt the order of what our
souls have scheduled for us. I can't see how any external entity can justify altering what our own
higher selves have planned for us, or our free will, on our evolutionary journey back to source. Just my
$0.02
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 726680

Many souls have life plans. Not all do. Those still under the control of guardian angels are implanted
before life to help direct the needed experience. Others are no longer under supervision and do their
own thing. And 50% of people on the planet are not ensouled and are generally robots, so no karma,
no life plans, and usually no continuance past 40 days either.
I am not sure what you are asking here, in order to make an accurate reply. There are some who are
looking forward to any sort of a ticket out of here, and thus getting to ignore karma. This includes also
the Christian Rapture theory in the list.
The planet is NOT to be destroyed, despite any individual life plans and karma. She is a conscious
being and takes some precedence over those roaming on her surface and as part of the higher plan of
dealing with the excessive darkness that is pervading the younger universes. Orvonton is deep into
exploring mercy, but it has perhaps gone too far, or borders on that.
There is a bit of hurry up I suppose going on, to get the entirety of Nebadon, meaning the human life
on the evolutionary planets, into a higher vibration as part of the broad solution, as because the law of
attraction effects. Lower negative and evil life can't abide in a higher vibration.
And because of the way evolution is done, there are always, always ends of cycles, and what is
successful during a cycle moves up and what is not, moves down until it ceases to exist, or is
uncreated.
There WAS great risk of this solar system becoming a black hole because of the extreme density of
matter here. That is related to the difficulty of turning Jupiter into a very needed sun to upward affect
the density. Black hole are garbage dumps of sorts. They eventually become to compact, they get hot
and explode into a new system with a new centering sun. (Ring of Lyra).
But this solar system is a seed area for the creation of new souls, and this is NOT the desired ending
of a long plan. The DNA patterns here were contaminated, and there was extensive destructive
warring in this sector that simply must be cleaned up, or a black hole you get.
Souls are NOT necessarily missing lessons here you know, just because there needs to be a clean
up. It is in fact the greatest time many of them will have experienced to date, and something to take
advantage off.
ALL civilizations everywhere in the evolutionary worlds come under judgment as part of the cycles.
Souls have been given the choice of moving down, laterally, or up, and many chose downward or
lateral movement. They were required to make that choice by the end of 2008.
If you are not satisfied with this answer, try re wording your question. But at any rate, this answer
should supply some answers to somebody, or cause the asking of more questions.

I have no idea what you are talking about, except this is another shill technique. You sort of mess up
your own statement, by staying there have always been ET's, but no Star Fleet? Christ Michael is real,
I know him very personally, having met him aboard ship in addition to my daily discussions.
Get thyself a Urantia Book, for the origin of the name. Same entity who did the Phoenix Journals, as
Aton.

******************************************************************
You need to look up what SHILL means. I'm not a shill. But I do know more than you think I
know, and on a personal level as well. You monopolize what you do know, exaggerate the facts
and manipulate the truth. There is NO Christ Michael - as I have said more than once, ET's are
here, always have been. They would consider the surname of christ as an insult for this
surname is a lie perpetrated by church elders when they rewrote the bible. There is truth in the
Urantia book, but it is by NO MEANS all of THE truth. It is channeled info colored by the
receiver as is all channels. It is up to the person that reads the info to discern the truth from the
flowers!
You are a disgrace to those of us who know the real truth.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward

The word "Christ" is a state of accomplishment and yes I remember your posting from the Holy Shit
thread. Christ Michael, as a name is NOT in the Bible. It is given as such in the Urantia Book, so we
will use it. His name is extremely complex and cannot be written or spoken in any languages on this
planet. It actually starts with ATON, which is intonned, and then has so many syllables to fill up a half
page of writing, which doesn't include the harmonics. His name is basically sung.
We will use the conventions given in the Urantia Book, as this was written for use now to help awaken
star seeds, and as the book of instruction for future incarnating 5D souls. There will be a UB #2 in time
with additional teaching. I know this individual in his incarnated form he is using for the return, very
personally.
Anybody having reached a certain level of growth and god consciousness is a Christ. There are MANY
Christed ET's, both angelic and human incarnated on this planet, and amongst our visitors. The ET's
visiting are a mix of angels and humans.
The receiver did not color the material in the UB. It was received by a "sleeping prophet" similar to
Edgar Cayce, who incarnated to do this, and the sleeping prophet always vacates the body, and the
higher entity enters the body and uses it. The material was recorded by a "stenographer", handwritten,
we didn't have the technology otherwise back then. The only editing was to correct spelling and the
like.
The main "error" the denial on reincarnation was done on purpose, to protect the incarnating star
seeds. Evil man always tries to id and finish off the godly ones. But there is some truth to it, because
the soul incarnating does not actually occupy the body, thus it can be stated as truth the soul does not
move from body to body. It is etheric, even in animals and other live.
And it is a story of "heaven", and the hierarchy etc, and was not meant to cover Atlantis, Lemuria and
the like, as part of the history. Those will be covered in the UB part 2, whatever it is named.
Man is given what he can handle and most can't handle the UB at this point anyway, as I said it's for
the starseeds at this time. Man is also NOT given what is not appropriate or can be abused.
It also does not cover the joint incarnation with Esu. But it is implied in one place that I came across. If
you can accept the UB, what is your argument about the name given for the Creator Son? The Creator
Son is quite real, no matter the name given.
As to incarnation, as the photon and other energies do their magic, so to speak, real incarnation

actually happens with those who are still in astral, or morontial form. Their spirit (Thought adjuster and
other components )does descend into the body, instead of being connected by the "silver cord".
Actually the body ascends to embody the spirit form is probably more accurate.
It is my role to teach the UB and other sources. There is a reason for them being here. people are
afraid of the thing, I am trying to make it more comfortable for star seeds who are so mind controlled
they have forgotten they came from elsewhere. The book provided a tremendous wake up call for me,
so I know it's power. To others it is meaningless.
I rejected it initially when I was guided to it, in a book store back about 1996 or so. I was enjoying it
here and there, while my friend shopped and then got to the 3rd section on Jesus, and I have lived my
whole life being persecuted by Christians everywhere, and I put it back on the shelf.
I was so fucking tired of the hell fire crap and still am when it raises it's ugly head. I have a cute game
we are discussing around HELL FIRE. We are considering saying black ops put it in the bible, ( I
guess it's in the bible, it's been so long since I read the whole thing), to try to get them to be sheeple
and thus avoid heaven. Having Ever Lasting Life, Fiery Intelligence Reverberating/Resonating
Eternally. We haven't selected the final "R" word yet.

But, later on, in about 2000, it kept moving off the shelf again when I was in the bookstore and I began
to read on it in the store and eventually charged it on my new and first credit card and brought it home.
I could not put it down after that for a long time. It so rung of "home", of my long experience. Memories
came, and came some more. It opened a huge door. And it will for other seekers. But it is intended
ultimately as I said for the 5d souls incarnating, as at this level, they are being taught more about the
higher realms. It is part of the correcting time.
I will stand by the UB. I understand why certain issues are not in it at this time. I also doesn't discuss
traveling the universe by anything else other than the transport angels, which are real. I think there
was a reason for that too. It is a grand telling of the story. Its an excellent introduction for people that
are ready for it. Did you read the whole thing, or just the shit on the internet about it being channeled
and therefore imperfect? Honest answer please.

Yesterday in another thread, there was a post and video of 3 suns rising in the morning. I did not
watch the video, but the post seemed to imply that the sun came up 3 times.
Yesterday, it came up twice here, and this is not the only time I have seen this. It came partway up,
then dropped back and came up again a few minutes later. I have seen that at sunset too, sun sets,
comes back up and sets again.
Another posted in my thread [link to www.godlikeproductions.com] last spring about seeing the sun
come up I think 3 times they way it was written, they said it came up once and then they watched it
come up twice after that, if I read it correctly. This is a rotation issue.
Today, it came up further south than it should have from yesterday. This is a tilt issue. It came up 2
minutes earlier than yesterday, which is a rotation issue. Then it did NOT move south as fast as
customary, moving mostly straight up for the entire time I was sun gazing. This is a tilt issue.
It arrived at the top of my shed roofline early, only 13 minutes after it rose, the average is about 20
minutes. This is rotation issue, Then, it stayed in the same place at the roofline of my shed, for a full
10 minutes before it began to move again. This is a rotation issue, the earth nearly stopped moving for
about 10 minutes.
I set my timer to check when it would reach the top of my LR window, and then went outside and
forgot, but I had estimated in about 10 minutes, and at the time, the sun was still a little north of where
it should have been. Right now I am using the cord In the venetian blind as a guideline to watch how
the sun moves regards tilt. And apparently the rotation had quickened, after the big slow down, as
when I set the timer for 10 minutes, had it taken 10 minutes, it would have been early reaching the top
of the window. Generally, my records show the sun reaches the top of the window a minute or so later

each day, looking back to the top of my current page of records, since July 13.

The cat peeded on my old tape on the floor that is useful around 9 am currently, so I put a new one on
August 3rd, at 9am. August 4th, the sun reached the tape at 8:55, which is too much change, should
have been a minute or so. Today it was 8:53. I don't have a time recorded for the next two days. I am
still trying to reform my habit of checking my stations. I have some from spring that should start
working again.
I have no new data for the action around set. Some days when I remember to watch for solar noon at
my old station on my front porch that didn't work after the sun had moved enough north in late spring,
is again working some of the time. The tilt is erratic enough that some days I can't time solar noon, the
sun is too far north to cast the shadow at that spot. When I do get it, it is NOT matching, it is late, from
times posted on the web at [link to www.srrb.noaa.gov]
For those of you who are new to my watching this stuff, I have a small hill in the east, so my sunrise
times of course do not match what is on the web for Denver. They are later, currently about 10
minutes, so I just mostly pay attention that it comes up the same or later each day. And recently it has
been doing that, but today, it was early at I posted above.
I noticed a huge erratic behavior of the sun late February, when it got dark WAY to early one day, and
it was NOT a cloudy day, to explain that. So I began to watch it, and then finally on March 12, got out a
legal pad and began to write it down. During that time the new sun Jupiter was in the corona and it
was causing too much erratic behavior from the energy increase, so it was towed behind the sun in
Mid March, which can watch at [link to soho.nascom.nasa.gov]

I have always been one of THOSE people with strong psychic intuitions. Astral projection is as
normal as sleep for me.
I have also seen at least a half dozen UFOs.
One very strange occurance happened a few years back and I thought perhaps you could
provide some insight. I had just retired for the evening when 2 entities entered the room.
It was strange because I had absolutly no fear of them.
However I was also paralyzed and could not move or speak.
One of them placed its hands on my head the others hands grabbed my feet. What happened
next can only be described as a tsunami of energy waves rolling through my body. I felt as if I
had been touched by God. The entities left and I was left to ponder the experience but to this
day still have no answers. I would also like to say that the entities
seemed to be people like you or I but less dense if that makes any sense.
Thank you for your time.
******************************
did you miss this.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward
Probably I did. I saw another post I want to go back and look at that I didn't answer yet either. I wasn't
online as much yesterday, or today so far.
The only way I know how to tell you what this was is to call it an "energy tune-up." You have likely
experienced it many times, but on that occasion you were allowed to be present for it. All that are part
of the ascension process are being prepared for it and have had a huge variety of experiences, both
such as above, and also being transported to ship for energy work.

On a side note however, I noticed many similarities between Starfleets plan and the agenda of
the NWO. There are many stories about Denver being the HQ of the NWO. So you see where I'm
coming from. I'm interested in why Colorado vice, lets say, Memphis TN.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward

There are no similarities. What is wrong with the NWO plan is that it is enslavement, it is stuff down
the throats of everyone, and kept in place by brutal taxation and brutal police. Becoming truly global in
a lighted way, is built ground up by a god conscious people. True peace is the objective, not the
absence of war based on guns and technology keeping people fenced.
Colorado will be "high and dry." Memphis TN is going to be under 20 feet of water when that dam
brakes, plus the issues of the changing Mississippi when the new Madrid goes.
The military has built many huge underground bases in this country, including a huge one under a
good portion of Colorado. Which was because it was to be 4th Reich headquarters. Star Fleet is
already overseeing all the underground areas and cleaning them up.
These underground bases in Colorado are well developed, independent of the surface for food, water
and energy and would provide good space for temporary housing of American's staying on the planet
after stasis, that are living in endangered areas such as the west coast.
Also can be used for star fleet needs. The other major star fleet area is under the Himalayas, where
basically there is the government operations of Nebadon. Esu does not desire to take up residence in
the Himalayas when he walked the planet with Nada. He likes Colorado, and it was long determined
the headquarters of the Planetary Prince, IF we got that far, would be in the United States.
With the increased presence of Nebadon folks on this planet after stasis, this area would be useful.
The government underground areas in the eastern and western states will be heavily damaged or
destroyed during earth changes, especially those in California and Nevada.
I will return tomorrow. Have to do yard work and housework tonight. Make my soymilk. I lost a portion
of my day attending a meeting aboard ship. I am always wasted after this.

Have you read Sheldon Nidle's information? It is VERBATIM and exactly what you project.
Right down to galactic fleet, stasis, new world, etc....
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 493498

I already covered this in a question by another. It's not exactly what I project, he doesn't cover Jupiter
and the coming magnetic pole reversal, for example. He is not a receiver for Christ Michael and Esu
and does not have the larger picture. His is less complete, but nevertheless excellent and provides an
easy read for people new to the idea of our space visitors. I have not read his books or seen the
DVD's, only the information in his weekly updates and some short other material on his site, such as a
description of various races who are visitors. There are many races here besides those looking as we
do. Insect folks, plant folks, reptilian folks, horse folks, feline folks and on and on.

Candace, Hi.
Morgellons?

can you explain?

Quoting: XXXXXXXXXXXXX
Have you read about the bacteria that can manufacture oil? Imagine that getting into the body. Then
notice the filaments of Morgellons are making what seems to be plastic or nylon type fibers. This is
intentional, it's being tested as a organism to kill people.
Also sort of related, the Chinese putting melamine into formula and pet food. It would do similar
damage to organs, as Morgellons, but without the bacterium. Except that the bacterium reproduces,

making more "plastics" in the body, where the ingestion of melamine would not self perpetuate, but the
idea is still to kill. That's why it is in pet foods though, not as protein, huge lie. Your pet eats it
everyday. Ditto baby formula. One more way to do warfare.
PS edit: Now why would the Chinese wish to do war against us in this manner? Well, WE, meaning
the Zionists, did some serious warfare against them with the "bird flu". This is not reported, except by
maybe one or two people on the net, and I am pretty sure it got removed. They had some really, really
serious problems with biological warfare being used against them.

ok thankyou
I 'suffer' it
ok, so I found a systemic antifungal which has arrested the typical symptoms, I am guessing it
is a symbiotic relationship.

ps 'rastus' the tom said hi...

as they do

thanks Candace, your explanations will help many

can you describe the protocols to eliminate silicone wafer implant without excoriation?

Quoting:
Oh...... I am so sorry. The bacterium, actually there are more than one, one of them is actually more
fungal than bacterial, kind of a cross. There is experiment with several. Explain to me more this
silicone wafer implant? do you mean the skin stuff of Morgellons, or something else? I tried to google it
without success. Rastus is your cat?

Some who do not fully understand what is going on, suggest that man should full face his karma and
the like. While making my soy milk today, I was reminded of the condition the planet is in. The planet is
going to have to be cleansed, so bad is the pollution, and soon, or it will be lost for that reason alone.
When I make soymilk anymore, didn't used to be that way, I add baking soda first to the water, so the
milk doesn't curdle, the water is so acid now. Usually I chill the water to rapidly cool the bean paste so
I can press it. Well, it would seem it's worse now. While working on the milk, a beloved friend called
and it was more important to me to talk. I just had finished cooking some bean puree, and since I had
neglected to chill some water first, I grabbed the pitcher of filtered cold water in my frig, dumped some
on the beans to cool them enough to stop the cooking and proceeded to enjoy a long phone call. Will
this fairly small amount of acid water curdled the whole batch (One gallon), and so I will enjoy curdled
milk for about 10 days. Maybe I will take advantage and make some of into Kiefer and yogurt, I need
some more anyway.
Doesn't taste bad, just will be lumpy and I will have to shake it each time I use it. Soymilk curdles
really easily in tea and coffee because of the acid in them and the water they are made with, so
adding baking soda to the soymilk prevents the curdling both when I make it and when I use it.
I wonder if the commercial soymilks have more calcium added to them than they used to, to prevent
the curdling occurring during manufacture from the acid water supply.

The oceans are testing very acid, and so is most fresh water. I buy my drinking water, at those refill
places, because of the rust in my water from old pipes, and it tests acid from all three suppliers I use,
depending on where I am shopping. My own water tests acid. It takes a heaping 1/2 tsp of baking
soda of bring the water up to neutral. Acid water is behind some of our ill health.
This planet is in HORRID shape. Star fleet has been buying time waiting on certain processes which
might be explained more in other posts, and this has pushed the planet to the edge.

My, the whole world is shaking again today, and it's not just the 7.1 off of Japan reverberating. The
New Bulgarian site is showing some major quakes and this is varified pretty much by looking at the
Live Internet Seismic Monitor. [link to aslwww.cr.usgs.gov] then click show thumbnails. The Bulgarian
site is showing major quakes in Russia, and the one Russia drum showing on the Seismic monitor
confirms this. [link to ndc.geophys.bas.bg] Regards the new Bulgarian, they are truly picking up some
the huge deep ocean quakes not reported by USGS and other controlled sites. I have made inquiries.
There is huge shifting in the various Pacific and Atlantic plates.
There is huge activity showing on the various China drums, and of a time different from the Japanese
quakes, occurring afterwards so I there is major unrecorded shaking in China occurring well AFTER
the quakes earlier today showing USGS.
Starting Friday night I began to have a lot of ear noise and pressure that I sometimes have before
major quakes, as if the ground is going to rip, and I think there is a goodly deal manifesting today. I
didn't check the drums yesterday, but the day before when I checked, they were pretty quiet.
Today on my walk, I enjoyed see a hawk, haven't seen one around here for a long time. It and 4 crows
were all sitting quietly on some play ground equipment. There is a huge loss of birds here. The
mornings you only hear a few, they have decreased a LOT since last year. Maybe some are migrating
now, but here in Denver, most of them, the common birds we have here stay all year. For about 2
years now, I don't even put out much bird seed, most goes to waste. I miss them. I love wildlife.
Haven't seen my sickly looking Blue Jays for a few days, hope they are OK. Nor the sickly robins. I
hope they are just busy and not dying. And we don't have sea gulls either, not sure how long they
have been gone. Maybe the robins are migrating, instead of strangely staying all winter like they did
this past winter.
It's been since about the time I became public in 2005 that I have had garden problems, problems with
genetically defective plants from the nurseries, lack of pollinating insects, although last year and this
year it is better.
We had no fruit trees produce flowers to even pollinate where I live. There are quite a few peach,
apple, crab apples etc around here. This is the first year there was no crab apple bloom on the several
trees around me. I really missed the beautiful spring show. My nectarine did not bloom either. So bees
or not, there is no fruit.
For several years the bulb plants, tulips etc have not developed seed heads. I never cut off seed
heads on anything, except weeds I don't want.
While the earth does have massive political problems being played right now affecting food supplies,
the bigger issue is nature and the pollution.
Our world is in decay. It is time to move forward.
PS: Sun came up a tad south more south today than it should, but time was ok. We had clouds so I
didn't get to sun gaze and observe the course. Lovely orange sun on rise though, for the brief period it
was there.

It was ok a little later when it was back out, regards the timing and location when reaching the top of
my living room window. However, when it hit my tape on the floor, while the time seemed alright, there
was quite a change in the shadow cast by the window. The sun lower in the sky.
Last Edited by Candace on 8/9/2009 at 1:48 PM

HI all, I just made this post on another thread, and am transferring it here also. The thread is about a
person hearing voices, and I made two posts actually, one congratulating him. I am getting off for a bit,
have a list of things to do, then I will come back and work the posts here some more. There are a
couple interesting ones. ORANGE, could you add the page in the UB you are quoting, so I can read
the material preceding the quote, to help me understand the portion you bolded. Thanks.
[link to www.godlikeproductions.com]
Star fleet has been taking out the mind control devices for at least a year now. There were devices
connected to the cell phone towers that would send electronic voice, actual sound around people. I
say around, because it usually misses the head, and may be heard some distance away. It WAS part
of the planned Blue Beam. This will NOT occur.
When a person is sort of between worlds, such as when dozing or sleeping and awakening a bit, it
may appear that sound is heard briefly, but this is just being between worlds. Otherwise, if a person is
meditating and awake, it is not sound, it is heard as "thought" by somebody else coming to you, known
as telepathy.
IF the sound is obvious sound and you are awake, it IS technology. Even though the towers have
been disconnected from that system, there is still portable equipment being used, and a lot of
'Christians because of this are now hearing from the "lord" during some church ceremonies, and
sometimes at home, if they are "gong ho". If its sound, even a whisper, it is technology.
Some of the "channels" out there were given little implants and thus receive SOUND. If they say it's a
whisper, or it trails away into a whisper, or similar in their postings, it is black ops. However the person
may be sincere and not know this.

Good Morning All,
Candace, recently I have had a really strange experience, maybe you can shed some light on it.
I woke up one morning with a real start. The sit straight up in bed out of a deep sleep kind. I
suddenly realized my mouth was watering just like it does right before one is about to puke.
This lasted about 5 min. About an hour later, after I think I fell back to sleep, it happened again.
The weird thing about this is there was nothing wrong with my stomach. No stomach ache, no
nausea, nada!! I have to admit it kind of freaked me out for a few minutes. Did I comeback into
my body too fast maybe?

Quoting: West TX
Ok, for the 3rd try to answer this, my online connection crapped out TWICE. Interesting. Cleared my
space, let's try again.
I am not aware that it's possible to slip back into your body too fast, not in my experience anyway.
Since you realize you were somewhere, I suggest the body went with you. When people are taken
aboard ship by being picked up in a light beam, (like those little smilie icons that show people going up
in a beam into a saucer), or being dematerialized to ship, (beam me up Dr. Spock method) ok, going
to post and come back and edit. OK back, sensing maybe the connection was going to be lost again.
It's also Sunday and the Iway is busier.
OK, when your body goes with you, by whatever method which could include boarding a craft by a
ladder too, the higher energy changes really disrupt the body. Dehydration is common, which
might explain your mouth sensation. Even though they try to put you back peacefully, the body
can react anyway, waking one up to experiencing not only a huge variety of sensations, but

also some disorientation and the like. And sometimes you are allowed to be aware, if you can
handle it and desire verification.
When I was first going to ship, it was by the being "walked to the ladder method." Sometimes
it's a ladder, sometimes a small lift. Then it progressed to the light beam, and then after
adaptation, my body was able to handle dematerialization, so that's how I always go now. I
have been to ship a few hundred times at least.
Last Edited by Candace on 8/9/2009 at 10:49 PM

Nothing can take precedence over the work of your status sphere--this world or the next. Very
important is the work of preparation for the next higher sphere, but nothing equals the
importance of the work of the world in which you are actually living.
God blessings.

Ok up and back to work. OK, I will give time initially this day to the posts by Orange, then move on.
This above, by the sound of it, and knowing Orange a little bit, is likely from the Urantia Book. While
Orange did not ask a question, he made a post to cause some pondering, and pondering is most holy
indeed. You don't move up until your pondering improves.
It says in the bible, and probably most other religious books, AND the UB, that man has responsibility
for the planet on which he lives. And that includes also the architectural spheres (custom built planets)
of "heaven."

It is important to always being working on your personal growth that will allow you to move upward to
the next higher sphere. But it is of even greater importance to NOT DESTROY the current one,
regards the evolutionary spheres.
Man has once again, on planet Earth (Urantia, Shan) just about destroyed his world, and it takes
COLLECTIVE actions/inactions to do this.
God did not give your souls wondrous places to experience and grow, only to watch these places
destroyed. The implanting of live on a planet is a long and difficult job, and when man is destructive,
he harms not only himself and his home, but everybody else and every life form on his home.
We currently have acidic oceans in which the life that generated oxygen and food etc, is being
destroyed. This interferes also with the upward journey on spirit in the ocean plants and animals,
which support life above them.
Each man, before he can move to higher places to live, has to learn to cooperate with each other in
awareness to keep his current home safe and secure as the highest person on the food chain, so that
others, all others, plants and animals can also have opportunity to progress.
We currently on this planet do not have people interested, and a LOT of them, in keeping this world
healthy and in balance for all that occupy it. Therefore the concept of ONENESS is not present in
many. And they will not be moving to higher stations in their ascent, until they do begin to understand
and participate in the forward sustenance of this sphere they will not be moving forward, but backward
or laterally during the cleanse. Your world comes first, and then you can figure out your personal soul
growth in service to your world, which is your current "mother."
Man has to first work locally, while becoming aware globally. We now have global awareness because
of communications, but many are not aware of the effects of their actions on the whole of the globe.
What you have done to the least you do also to the whole. I see only smatterings of true local
involvement, it is growing, but a day late and a dime short.

Man doesn't seem to get that the air he pollutes spreads around the globe harming all life in its way.
And this starts even with cigarette smoking and burning the meat on the barbecue. The use of drugs
causes problems in societies long distant that are forced to produce drugs to have money. He doesn't
even realize what he sends down his drains goes into the water supply the rest of the world relies on.
There is little concern still for planet earth and all that inhabit here. So personal soul growth on these
lower worlds must include concern for the whole.
And the actions of hatred and love affect the genetic mind of the planet. And that is what is behind the
desire of Mother Earth to cleanse. The pollution of hate.
Last Edited by Candace on 8/10/2009 at 5:01 PM

Hi everyone, this is Orange's post from Page 5. in Blue. He posted a small quote and I asked him to
provide a bit more. This is from the Urantia Book, and is highly relevant to now, and we have covered
some of the concepts between Me and Jess on my site. The UB can be a bit difficult to read, so many
new concepts, expressed as best as possible in the English language of the mid 1930's.
Rather than use the quote feature, I placed it in color, so it is easier for me to explain throughout the
post. This is from page 240-241, Paper 21, about the Paradise Creator Sons. Christ Michael IS a
Paradise Creator Son. He is Father God of our universe, and he did visit very personally 2000 years
ago.
This is going to be likely a rather long post and I will be placing it also on my website. This below is not
the entire section #5 of that paper. I think here I will do another post with the rest of section 5. I don't
know how much can be posted in a post here, there is size limits on most forums. OK, Leaving a bit,
be back, may work on section 5 over the next couple hours or so in parts.
ALSO, AFTER I AM DONE WITH THIS, I WILL WORK ON THE TOPIC OF ASCENSION
SYNDROME. ONE PROJECT AT A TIME. Ok, here we go.
And my idea of using two different colors to provide answers within the UB material did NOT work. So
I scrubbed it and will do the teaching after the quote. UB quote is bolded.
Here: 5. RELATION OF MASTER SONS TO THE UNIVERSE
The power of a Master Michael is unlimited because derived from experienced association with
the Paradise Trinity, is unquestioned because derived from actual experience as the very
creatures subject to such authority. The nature of the sovereignty of a sevenfold Creator Son is
supreme because it:
1. Embraces the sevenfold viewpoint of Paradise Deity.
2. Embodies a sevenfold attitude of time-space creatures.
3. Perfectly synthesizes Paradise attitude and creature viewpoint.
This experiential sovereignty is thus all-inclusive of the divinity of God the Sevenfold
culminating in the Supreme Being. And the personal sovereignty of a sevenfold Son is like the
future sovereignty of the sometime-to-be-completed Supreme Being, embracing as it does the
fullest possible content of the power and authority of the Paradise Trinity manifestable within
the time-space limits concerned.
With the achievement of supreme local universe sovereignty, there passes from a Michael Son
the power and opportunity to create entirely new types of
creature beings during the present universe age. But a Master Son's loss of power to originate
entirely new orders of beings in no way interferes with the work of life elaboration already
established and in process of unfoldment; this vast program of universe evolution goes on

without interruption or curtailment. The acquirement of supreme sovereignty by a Master Son
implies the responsibility of personal devotion to the fostering and the administering of that
which has already been designed and created, and of that which will subsequently be
produced by those who have been thus designed and created. In time there may develop an
almost endless evolution of diverse beings, but no entirely new pattern or type of intelligent
creature will henceforth take direct origin from a Master Son. This is the first step, the
beginning, of a settled administration in any local universe.
The elevation of a sevenfold bestowal Son to the unquestioned sovereignty of his universe
means the beginning of the end of agelong uncertainty and relative confusion. Subsequent to
this event, that which cannot be sometime spiritualized will eventually be disorganized; that
which cannot be sometime co-ordinated with cosmic reality will eventually be destroyed. When
the provisions of endless mercy and nameless patience have been exhausted in an effort to
win the loyalty and devotion of the will creatures of the realms, justice and righteousness will
prevail. That which mercy cannot rehabilitate justice will eventually annihilate.
Thank you.
Orange.
Ok, live and learn. Which is exactly what we are supposed to be doing! As do the Creator Sons, they
also live and learn, no entity that wishes to be eternal can avoid learning! It is of God. Which brings me
now to the above topic, and so lets first define for newbies, what is the Master Son and the
relationship to HIS universe.
The Master Son is a Creator Son, who set about creating a new universe and populating it with
created entities in his service (angels), and also creating new souls from the evolutionary process
which will develop into Sons of the Father themselves in due time (Humans), who as part of his
experiential learning, must become AS 7 different entities in his realm. 6 of those experiences are as
various angelic entities, and #7 must be as a man.
The Creator Son is from Paradise, created by the Universal Father and the Eternal Son. He has his
initial learning’s and experience there. Then when it is noticed by scientists from high realms, that
there are space conditions suitable to become new material creations, high beings initiate these
conditions into material nebulas that become a new universe. The main nebula of our universe, the
Andronover Nebula was initiated roughly 875 billion years ago, after the discovery of conditions almost
1 trillion years ago. You can read this story of the history of our universe in Paper 57 of the Urantia
Book.
So at some point a Creator Son will select a new creation as his personal project, and our Creator Son
chose this creation as his future playground around 400 billion years ago, and construction of the
architectural headquarters spheres was begun. Our Michael, (what the Creators Sons are called
simplified in English), moved in with his staff about 300 billion years ago. (and it is thought the whole
creation is only 20 billion years old by earth scientists!)
The original plans projected 700,000 universes, and there will be MANY more, creation never stops.
Our universe is called Nebadon, and is #611,121.
OK, so the Creator Son comes and begins overseeing the construction of the necessary headquarters
and the like and begins with Mother God (we shall cover this later, but she is a daughter of the Infinite
Spirit, bringing the 3rd person of the Trinity to a new universe), to create the necessary staff he needs
for his creation. WE shall simply call these ones angels for the time being, but there are many different
types of entities created to serve.
After a long time has passed and the new universe is steaming along, the Creator Son must
experience AS various entities of his universe. These are bestowals, and he is required to experience
7 of his choosing, but the final one is always as a MAN. The others are of the angelic beings. So, 2000
years ago, he had his seventh bestowal, here on our planet as Jesus. You can read about the 7
bestowals in Paper 119 of the UB.
Once he has completed the 7th bestowal, he becomes a MASTER SON. Prior to that time, he is

supervised. When he is done with his bestowal, in the likeness of a human, he returns to the Central
Universe for approval and then become completely sovereign over future developments in his
universe. He has all power in heaven and earth, is the statement in the bible for reference. He sits at
the right hand of the Father, as a Master Son over his own universe; he has become Father God of
Nebadon, in our case.
He will continue to seek advice always from many, but he makes the final decisions always, for his
realm after he is master of his realm.
Now, something different happened with this bestowal, than with similar bestowals of the preceding
Creators Sons of the preceding Universes that came into being before Nebadon. Our Creator Son
made a choice NO other has made. He made the choice to RETURN embodied, because there are
serious problems in this younger universe of ours and others in our Superuniverse called Orvonton.
(Super Universes are collections of 100,000 local universes and there are 7 of them).
Creator Sons usually visit planets doing a little better than ours, and they initiate a period of permanent
peace. Not so here. The thugs of Nebadon, and a few other universes, the RETARDS, as used here
on GLP, were rounded up and placed here. 10 billion of them, both "fallen angels" and "fallen men."
With the advancing ages, man is getting nastier. He has also blended machine intelligence with
human intelligence, creating a hybrid being that has no conscience. And he has learned how to use
machine intelligence to destroy. You got a little clue about that in 2001, a Space Odyssey, with Hal the
computer. There has been a LOT of galactic warring. And this has to be addressed, it has become
beyong the usual, and a real infection to this local creation and Orvonton. It must be contained.
So a lot of this was contained on our planet and in our solar system. And it's judgment time, the final
battle of good OVER evil.
Christ Michael returned in 1954, aboard a Pleiadian command ship currently called the Phoenix. It will
not work to be born of man this time, he is using a special body created for his mission,
Now dear STAR SEEDS reading here, you are to wake up, because you came to serve this mission.
This time is the grandest time you might ever experience, and you are in training by your choice to
become the future Gods of planets and widespread systems and eventually some of you will even
maybe wish to become a Creator Son in the universes forming in our space. It is time to get your shit
together, OK!!!!!
See that "seeking Visionaries" in my signature file? That is YOU. Don't let the thugs here take you
down. Don't debate the shills, their purpose is to keep you away from your mission work. The only
reason I pointed out Menow, is because that person is an expert in diversion.
It is time to get out of the new age bullcrap put in place by the CIA "COUNCIL of the NOT so Light."
This CIA group has created many of the new age false channels and websites that have you all
believing you will get rescued by AA Michael, for being a light worker, and take you off to a new golden
galaxy and similar unadulterated crap. You did NOT come here to do that. This was built by the
Satanic ones (adversaries to God) to dislodge you from your mission work. They do not wish to give
this planet back to God.
OK, I need a little break, and then will return to work a bit on the above "sevenfold" stuff.
Ok, the Seven fold stuff. Suffice it to say, the Trinity, is a huge combination of mind, all one but divided
into parts, the 3 persons. They are not angels with wings. And the 2nd person of the Trinity did NOT
visit earth 2000 years ago. The Eternal son does NOT incarnate on these worlds ever, but is
considered the first born Son, and then he is the "mother" of many sons after Him.
Seven Fold is combinations of the members of the trinity. 1. God the Father. 2. God the Son. 3. God
the Spirit 4. God the Father & Son 5. God the FAthre and Spirit 6. God the Son and Spirit. 7. All three
together, Father son and Spirit.
You will study these concepts as you ascend. Many of you star seeds here have this knowledge
buried deep in your soul, because you have progressed far. It's not very important right now on earth,

but it is part of the science of the creation all will study who take the upward journey at some point.
The Supreme Being, is also a "God", that is in-formation. It is all of us together of the ascending
entities. Enough of that. The Master Creator Son has mastered all this stuff, and personifies it in his
universe. As to #3, the Creator Son by being both God and Man, ties it all together.
Let's move on the later portions.
Now to continue starting with this part from above: With the achievement of supreme local universe
sovereignty, there passes from a Michael Son the power and opportunity to create entirely new types
of When the Creator Son becomes sovereign, he is no longer allowed for a time to create new beings
in his universe, meaning new "angels." New Humans continue to form. He has created many beings
and now the human are advancing enough to pick up the slack. And now after all this creation of
beings to serve the needs, and getting everything else up and running in a universe, the Creator Son
now has more "time" to devote more personally to upliftment in his universe. He takes a greater
personal interest. I might add here, there are over 3.8 million life endowned planets in Nebadon and
there will be a total of about 10 million evolutionary planets when the universe has finished out its
process of making suns, planets etc. Creator Sons are great minds and their minds and Mother God's
mind pervade the universe and this can be tapped into by all when allowed to them, both using mind
and advanced technologies.
But the Creator Son is also very much a PERSON, and not just a mind force. He can now more
personally minister to his realm, and as I said, he's the first one to return embodied in a higher
physical form so that he can actually WALK the planet, and he has behind the scenes quite a bit
actually, but will one day have a public retreat and abode.
Our universe has always being a evolving active being, spitting out new suns and the like, this
continues for quite some time, but the hard initial work is passing and it's time to reap the rewards.
And it's time beloveds, for you who came to BE part of this never ever done before thingy, to assume
your roles.
With this "final battle of good and evil" in this large sector of Nebadon, it is coming that we can do the
necessary growing up of this sector. We have been teaching on AH (AbundantHope) here and there,
that part of the getting rid of evil, is related to upgrading the vibration of all of Nebadon. And dear
ones, it starts here and NOW.
The whole of Nebadon, the evolutionary worlds to date is being brought up to a minimum of 4th
Dimension. Like attracts like. Light attracts Light, and Dark attracts dark. Boy do you know this is you
watch a big brawl occur. A tornado of dark energy forms, sucking most into the brawl, except for those
that can withhold themselves from it. This minimum vibration greatly locks out the dark, and they will
just tornado themselves right into non existence. And we rebuild when it's done.
Let me explain briefly dimension and density. There is HUGE confusion on these. Density has to do
with matter, dimension more to do with consciousness. ALL evolutionary orbs, suns, moons, asteroids,
comets, planets etc are First Density. But even these can have levels of consciousness associated
with vibration, dimensions ar within densities. Jupiter our new sun, is now First Density, 5th dimension.
It has moved to a higher vibration of it's matter.
Now, planets with life implanted on them, are 2nd Density. With the ascension of our planet into light
and Life, about 25 to 80 years out, which we have as a goal, we enter 2nd Density, 5th dimension, the
beginning of true balance and sustainability. That must be built by the people. No magic wand waving,
sorry. We are those people.
After WW 2, we were really low in dimensional consciousness. We were under 2, and the planet
wanted badly to toss us off. So star fleet came, as part of this huge program and stabilized the planet
from going into an 18 degree axis change, so more work could get done. It is the desire of the very
Conscious Mother GAIA to take her evolutions, as many as possible with her and not have to clean
them all off. We are those leaders, the way showers, for her evolutions. Get that, ponder it, let it sink
in.............
We are not of this world. But we must function IN this world to show the way. Ok, another break I do
so need, be right back, need to get my coffee.

................................
Ok, now read the bolded part in the above from the UB, which was the original post requesting
explanation by Orange.
Once the Creator Son is Sovereign, and his creation less at commotion, He does delve into raise up
that which can be raised up, and the let that we can't, become disorganized enough to collapse. It is
the goal to get the entire Universe into Light and Life. Here is really begins after the final bestowal.
That is what I touched on above, in that we need to get this sector up to at least 4th dimension
consciousness, not just this sector, but all that exists in Nebadon to date in the evolutionary worlds.
So after this event, that which cannot be spiritualized, must go. There has been endless mercy. There
most truly has in Nebadon. That is the specialty of Orvonton, the 7th Superuniverse, the best and most
patient of MERCY. But at some point, folks, we have to throw in the rag. That is behind the stories in
the bible of this final battle of good and evil, and of separating the wheat from the chaff. It is not only
about little earth, but this is also the seed planet of Nebadon, and also it's prison world, boy does that
seem like a dichotomy! It is, but those dark ones that DID, and many DID return to the light, with that
they improve the developing DNA patterns which is why the seed planet was used as the prison world.
Plus the seed planet was taken in warfare, which is another really good reason to end the warring and
take it back.
All entities with free will must choose good or evil. All young souls make errors, thus the need for
incarnational experience to obtain wisdom. Evil is allowed to a degree, because it forces growth of
mind and heart. but there is a point........ when it is too much, and so there is going to be a cleanse.
There are many that have failed all efforts of rehabilitation. It must be done, otherwise these later
younger universes will have such an infestation of evil as to seem insurmountable. That would never
fully happen, but it has gotten too big and must be cut back. You are all specialists from higher places.
You each have brought your special skills to minister WITH Christ Michael in cleaning up a big mess.
He is here personally WITH US aboard the Phoenix not sitting back in an easy chair watching it all on
galactic TV.
AbundantHope is the Second Coming Organization. It is an organization of partnership between Christ
Michael and Esu, and us various motley folks came this way from higher realms to serve together,
Two or More in My (God's) Name, in a most magnificent adventure. It is time, beloveds, it is
time...............
Last Edited by Candace on 8/10/2009 at 6:14 PM

What is your source, for the statement you made that: "50% of humans are robots...not
ensouled." I'd be interested in knowing where the source of this conclusion stems from.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward
Christ Michael, Esu etc. These ones know. Some are dark souls that lost their thought adjusters, and
are cleared from the planet as they pass in death since this is judgment time. They are the source of
many nightmarish experiences to the living, until they are cleared from the dark astral realms.
The others are robots, created intentionally by dark persons as both servants and at this time, as a
force against the light. These ones are robots, or as some use the term organic portals. The have no
higher mind. They are in some ways less than the animals. They have not taken the journey through
the animal kingdom and lack experience at living. They do as they are told and raised. Not all of these
are "lost", currently, about 10% will earn a Father Fragment, and thus have a chance at the eternal
journey.
Robots don't see the future. They have no idea of their effects on the planet. They just live and do as
they are told. These are the ones used as cannon fodder in wars. They have no conscience. They
don't understand life. Their DNA cannot be incarnated into by higher entities, and that was exactly the
major reason from their increased manufacture by the planetary black ops folks a few generations ago
before there were records of birth. It was easy to slip them in, programmed with stories, saying that
perhaps they left their chinese parents behind to come to America and that sort of thing.

And it did not serve the elite thugs, because now the planet is overpopulated with these ones and the
elite are pretty worried. This current swine flu game, is about removing some of their created robots
and also about taking out the star seeds. The first swine flu NON vaccine was about taking out star
seeds, and also they wanted to take out the blacks, and some got wind of this and the blacks didn't
show up.

These ones are given Rapture stories by the dark, in hopes of them going to church they can be
controlled by the church, with the stories if they just go to church, be good little robots, Jesus will take
them to heaven. Or in the case of Islam, if they are good killers, they will get 22 virgins in heaven.
They can't think well enough to see through this. They can be programmed in schools and college,
their brains store the programming, but they do not think well. I have had so many robot "professors"
in college so as to cause me leave college, for lack of finding sufficient higher God mind there.

The soul less ones of both types used to constitute about 2/3 of the population even just 30 years ago.
Star fleet is hard at work upgrading DNA and bringing in more star seeds and simply souls from the
mansion worlds beginning to come now to experience the beginnings of light and life. That is why the
percentages have changed, but in that short time, so has the overall population grown like crazy, so
we still have plenty of robots. This is a nasty subject. I don't like to have to discus it, but it is true. Many
lower races before they become more spiritual create robots to do the assembly line work and the like
they do not want to do.
Even none robot births, the somewhat higher DNA, these ones are new souls, and if the mind is
normal, they receive a thought adjuster upon making their first moral decision, which is around 5 years
of age. That is why some notice a pretty big jump between 5 and 6 years of age. The black ops elite
attempt at mind control to these younger souls from moving up much, which is sad. It is time to fix this
errant and broken world.

Ascending sonship for all Univitatia now!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward
Candace: The Univitatia are in the UB, live on Jerusem I think and are servants, still rather simple
minded.
They all get to begin their ascension as they develop God like mind. It happens always to ANY mind,
eventually, even "machine mind" like computers. Everything that becomes self conscious will desire to
know more and grow. Organic evolution, even in the univitatia takes a long time. It is not ever denied
to grow. Even our robots of earth, discussed in the above post, those that are not devoid of love, get
another chance. That is planned for with this cleansing, there will be a place made for them. The
univitatia are essentially robots, but they are minded.
Hey, here on earth, we are beginning to see ascending sonship in some of the higher animals that
have human association, they are beginning to get Thought adjustors. Meaning they are developing
WILL.

Question: Why don't you folks communicate in some more verifiable manner than the internet?
Can you authenticate what you are saying? Otherwise it kind of smacks of Rael.

Quoting: XXXXX
We could have been if the dark had vacated. They will be vacated during the cleanse. (magnetic pole
reversal and stasis) When we come back from stasis, the Internet WILL be running and there will be
email contact to important ships. But in the meantime, we who do this demonstrate that which is
possible for others to develop, telepathy.

When we return we will also have at least some of the international headquarters beginning to be set
up. It will be in Colorado which I have covered before.
There will be about 100,000 folks that will receive training aboard ship and in inner earth retreat
centers, that will return to walk the planet. When we return, we are going to be on Television and
radio.
Last Edited by Candace on 8/10/2009 at 6:32 PM

Candace....
a) do you consider yourself attractive?
b) are the earthquakes, magnetosphere, swine flu, planet x, and other phenomena connected to
star fleet?

Quoting: Anonymous Coward
a) I am average in appearance, neither homely nor movie star looking. I will be 62 tomorrow and look
like the grandma that I am. I do have my white hair turning back to 3/4 dark blond because of my body
being upgraded to a self regenerating body, instead of an aging one, so I am growing gradually
younger looking, but I not any more "beautiful."
b) The earthquakes have multiple origins. Some are acts of warfare by man, some are totally natural,
and star fleet is working in some areas to cause small Quakes before an area become over unstable
which would produce devastating quakes. That California is not yet in the ocean is proof of that.
There is NO swine flu. This is a game by the black ops folks, who are developing another false
"vaccine" like they did back in 1976. The vaccine actually contains a virus that will kill. It will not be
allowed. Even if it is given out, fleet will deactivate the batches so they are no good.
There is no planet X at this time. Nibiru is not due for 1600 more years and we won't be here then
anyway. We are being moved and our increases vibration would make us invisible to them anyway.
This planet is going to be upgraded and there will be nothing coming to cause great harm. If any large
comets etc should head this way they will be destroyed or redirected.
The weakening of the magnetosphere is related to a variety of causes. Man and his anger and hate,
the photon belt, and the like. It is also the coming down of the prison walls. Some day we will not need
it. Mars does not have one, and it is being re terraformed and has an atmosphere, as does the moon.
A 5th dimension planet does not need a magnetosphere.
Star fleet has being doing some things to help keep the magnetosphere up while all the plans are
being made. When it comes down, the earth will reverse her polarity, and stop rotating then begin
rotating the other way. Since we are NOT 5th dimension yet, we would suffer great radiation damage
so the planetary life forms will be put into stasis, a pausing of energy, sort of a return to the etheric
form, until the magnetic field is back up.

TODAY I SPENT QUITE A BIT OF TIME ON POSTING THAT JUST FLOWED, WITH THE
MATERIAL FROM THE URANTIA BOOK THAT ORANGE POSTED. SPENT MOST OF THE DAY
BETWEEN CHORES WORKING ON IT. IT IS IMPORTANT FOR THOSE OF YOU HERE THAT ARE
STAR SEEDS AND UNFAMILIAR WITH ALL THE WORK FROM MY SITE TO GO LOOK AT IT.
THERE ARE TWO POSTS. [link to www.godlikeproductions.com]
Also I suggested I would finish section 5 from that UB chapter in post #2 to Orange's material, and it is
self explanatory just fine, so I will not spend the time on it, but here is it for those interested. From
Paper 21, balance of section 5, page 242 www.urantia.org
The Master Michaels are supreme in their own local universes when once they have been

installed as sovereign rulers. The few limitations upon their rule are those inherent in the
cosmic pre-existence of certain forces and personalities. Otherwise these Master Sons are
supreme in authority, responsibility, and administrative power in their respective universes;
they are as Creators and Gods, supreme in virtually all things. There is no penetration beyond
their wisdom regarding the functioning of a given universe.
After his elevation to settled sovereignty in a local universe a Paradise Michael is in full control
of all other Sons of God functioning in his domain, and he may freely rule in accordance with
his concept of the needs of his realms. A Master Son may at will vary the order of the spiritual
adjudication and evolutionary adjustment of the inhabited planets. And such Sons do make
and carry out the plans of their own choosing in all matters of special planetary needs, in
particular regarding the worlds of their creature sojourn and still more concerning the realm of
terminal bestowal, the planet of incarnation in the likeness of mortal flesh.
The Master Sons seem to be in perfect communication with their bestowal worlds, not only the
worlds of their personal sojourn but all worlds whereon a Magisterial Son has bestowed
himself. This contact is maintained by their own spiritual presence, the Spirit of Truth, which
they are able to "pour out upon all flesh." These Master Sons also maintain an unbroken
connection with the Eternal Mother Son at the center of all things. They possess a sympathetic
reach which extends from the Universal Father on high to the lowly races of planetary life in
the realms of time.
Also same paper, page 236 is a short interesting statement that may help some have a tad of
understanding of the Trinity.
1. Energy-matter is dominated by the Infinite Spirit. Before any new forms of things, great or
small, may be created, before any new transformations of energy-matter may be attempted, a
Creator Son must secure the consent and working co-operation of the Infinite Spirit.
2. Creature designs and types are controlled by the Eternal Son. Before a Creator Son may
engage in the creation of any new type of being, any new design of creature, he must secure
the consent of the Eternal and Original Mother Son.
3. Personality is designed and bestowed by the Universal Father.

Question: Why don't you folks communicate in some more verifiable manner than the internet?
Can you authenticate what you are saying? Otherwise it kind of smacks of Rael.

We could have been if the dark had vacated. They will be vacated during the cleanse. (magnetic pole
reversal and stasis) When we come back from stasis, the Internet WILL be running and there will be
email contact to important ships. But in the meantime, we who do this demonstrate that which is
possible for others to develop, telepathy.
When we return we will also have at least some of the international headquarters beginning to be set
up. It will be in Colorado which I have covered before.
There will be about 100,000 folks that will receive training aboard ship and in inner earth retreat
centers, that will return to walk the planet. When we return, we are going to be on Television and
radio.
Candace: Added while preparing this for the front site. I didn’t ask who this person meant by “Rael” I
have NO clue.
******************************************************************************
Another question - will the 100,000 folks be disarmed and at the mercy of their space
"brothers" or will they be allowed to defend themselves if necessary?

And as an addition to this, what guarantee do you have that you are not simply being mislead?
Any surety at all?
Quoting: ATR

ATR, please give some thought to this apparently shill game. To begin there are 10 million mother
craft full of all sort of ADVANCING people, and Angels and others from the very highest realms,
including the Central Universe of Havona, here attending the Second Coming Process.
These 100,000 people will be taken aboard ship when appropriate during stasis. They will not even
know it. When stasis happens, it will take only two hours to place the entire planet into this state, which
will start at several points and work their way around the world. People will enter stasis wherever they
are.
Some will be in bed, some will be driving on the highway, some sitting in their places of work, etc. The
100,000 know who they are at soul level, but many don't know in their current consciousness. They
won't be packing guns as we go into stasis, and even if one or two normally carries a gun, it would be
completely useless when they are awakened after transport to ship.
These advanced people will NOT be greeting those transported to ship with weapons, and there is NO
use of one of our guns against them anyway. Don't be so silly. There will be "social workers" who will
help assist them in their wakeup in very different circumstances than they were in when they entered
the stasis state.
I do not take a weapon with me, when I board ship by dematerialization for meetings, or energy work.
There are many people that board ship at night while they sleep. NO BIG DEAL. They are often having
the DNA and energy fields upgraded as part of their personal growth and ascension. Others attend
meetings also. There are many on this planet who go very consciously and sometimes even stay for
weeks on ship and return in good health, and in full consciousness of what they went for.
Believe me, if our space brothers were invaders, it would have been all over long ago. In fact we were
invaded long ago, and these are our liberators.

Ok, On to Ascension syndrome, so my goals of today are reasonably met. I am not going to go back
tonight to find some of the questions. If not covered in this, try asking again. Gawd............. the fatigue
from the shills and trolls, it does take a toll, having to re-energize and raise my vibrations, cleanse, but
I will move on. Could some of you with memberships be reporting them please, and don't forget to
report their id number and user.
1. Reasons for Ascension syndrome: DNA upgrading, and intense energies coming into the planet
since we hit the Photon belt in 1992. Now we are also in the Milky Way Ec liptic for nearly 3 years,
which was in part the reason for the 2012 predictions by the Maya, which has been over rated by the
black ops folks in new age.
2. Why: You who are starseeds are the advance group. You are being taken regularly to ship to re
connect your JUNK DNA, which is why you are becoming "sensitives" and developing pyschic skills.
We were not necessarily allowed these earlier, it was not time, remember the days of the witch
burnings? Some of you may have been around then. You are awakened as necessary. In addition,
you are attending meetings, doing "night work" which is why you wake feeling like you worked all
night, you did. This is one nasty planet, so you carry out special work as the body sleeps, but still there
is that fatigue.
3. Symptoms: Headaches, as most of you are also growing bigger brains. Some of you are beginning
to add in the 3rd lobe of the brain, and this hurts as expansion occurs. Your craniums are actually
growing and changing shape. Some of, if you massage your scalp regularly may even notice
spreading suture lines like an infant has. I have a big triangular spread (soft spot) are the back of the
crown of my head.

Body aches and pains of all kinds, not explainable by illness. Tingling and buzzing. Confusion.
Fatigue, again. Nervous system is completely re wiring. Having troubles finding words. Loosing tract of
time. Missiing time. Time not being important anymore.
Often a huge increase of dreams of former lives. Working thru issues of the past.
Over sensitivity of body during solar storms making ingress into earth's magnetic field, ie when the BZ
is negative. This can produce a big list of issues.
Heart issues, heart beating funny. Many of you because of the growth and change in your tissues, or
the DNA you brought with you in this incarnation, you may need more minerals and the food is
becoming more devoid of minerals. You may need to supplement Potassium, Calcium, Magnesium,
and SALT. This is one of the reasons dark side is pushing low salt diets, you guys NEED the salt.
They push high dairy diets, because all that phosphate craps up your body. Watch your phosphate
intake, read labels, leaving anything with added phosphate on the shelves. They are even adding
phosphate to dairy products that already have too much, because baby cows need it, you don't. You
need some, part of the ATP/ADP cycle, but you don't need what a baby cow needs.
Many of you may be feeling chest/heart pressure now during the CME's. Especially during the
approach. If you heart beats slow and irregular and you have good kidneys, a little potassium may
relieve this. Many folks who are not ascending will drop dead from this. You can buy pure potassium
chloride by NOW. Or you can use the artificial salts that are nearly all potassium. Try only 1/4 tsp to
start. It's not that much but see if it helps if you have a slow irregular rate.
If you have restless leg syndrome, most likely you need magnesium. If I forget to take it during the
day, I will have restless legs during the night. Folate can be useful too. I used a nasty medicine for 3 or
4 years until i went to a new doctor who said, its usually magnesium deficiency.
Cranky, irritable, flying off over nothing, you are stressed from this. But you agreed to lead the way.
Now the solar energies are beginning to wire up a lot of other folks DNA. You are the wayshowers
again, so it was and is being done for you FIRST.
When you initially go to ship for the energy works, depending on your age, DNA damage, what DNA
you came in with etc, you may be taken to ship by servants who cart you out of bed, and walk you out
to a small craft. As your DNA alighns, and vibration increases, you can be picked up a levitation beam,
the ship being a couple hundred feet up. This is the light beam you see on the little UFO icons where
people are rising up into the ship, common here on GLP.
Once your DNA is more fully activated you can be brought up by dematerialization, the beam me up
Scotty method. These methods have energetic effects on your body, and when you are being
prepared, or returned, you may notice to buzzing and prickling sensations, heat and the like. You may
awake in a sweat and have no idea why you should be sweating.
Now there is another purpose. The planet has been in danger for a time, and there has always been
the possibly of a massive evacuation. If your DNA has not be worked on, your soul will go, but the
body won't do so well. All ensouled persons have little chips, links to the massive computers on the
New Jerusalem so it is always known where you are. In the case of a nuclear holocaust, ensouled
people can be lifted off the planet in 15 minutes. Nuclear stuff harms the soul matrix. Often the body
doesn't go, if it's not ready, but the soul is protected and it goes.
The rapture idea fed some of Christianity at this moment is based on this. But they are misinformed. If
an evacuation occurs with major pole shift and the like, (which is why the Zeta's story with Nancy is so
full of shit), there will be an evacuation. Huge light to the easy as the ships come in, and this has been
used to make Christians believe Jesus is coming for them. Those wishing to move up in
consciousness their
guardian angels know, and they are prepared to be able to handle a light beam. You step into the
beam, and up you go. Kinda like an energetic elevator. Most people can't tolerate this, the vibrations
are not enough.
Christians has this idea you go to heaven naked, but these bodies don't go to heaven, ever. If you step

into the beam, your clothes go with you. The clothes can go with you in dematerialization too.
When people are evacuated in body, it is because places have been prepared for you to go to in body.
There is a new planet, with 200,000 earth people already on it. There are other planets with open
arms. Some will simply live out their lives aboard massive evacuation craft, some are cylinders 8000
MILES long, which hold millions. But if your body has not been raised enough in vibration to handle
the levitation beam, it either dies in the process, or gets really sick. There are always doctors aboard
to deal with this, and in some situations, resurrection is necessary.
This is how Jesus pics you up during a major axis change, or hit by an asteroid. You go in craft. Jesus
does not ride a white horse across the sky gathering his people.
Many people here ARE from other planets, and these planets are here to get their folks in these times.
Many will go home during stasis.
But basically ascension syndrome is due to DNA remodeling and vibration increase. And then you
become more sensitive and start feeling earth quakes coming, and the like.
I worked on the forum on syzygyjob.com for 6 months and lots of folks had ascension syndrome, but
they were so convinced it was totally sensitivity to earthquakes that they could look at nothing else.
JUNK DNA linking up just didn't cut it with them. I awaken several star seeds though, was worth it, but
I spent much to long a time there with a lot of people still living in boxes. Some nasty Christians who
felt God wanted Christians to killed the Palestinians for the Jews etc. What happened to thou shalt not
kill, steal or covet?
If the planet was not going to experience the magnetic reversal, ascension syndrome would be
occurring in more and more people from the natural effects of the new rays coming in. It is doing that
now actually, but it would increase. There is such a huge change in the vibration coming during the
process of stasis, that those staying with the earth whose forms have not yet gone thru much change,
will have to be upgraded during stasis, before they awaken. Otherwise they will sicken and die.
There are a lot of you that may have chosen, or many anyway, to go to the new planet. The population
has to be reduced and this is one way the forces of light reduce it, a new planet. Your bodies have to
be upgraded to make the journey. You are going in body if you made this choice. Some of you are
returning to your former homes, in body. So you must have the upgrade.
And so it goes. And I am tired, I have to be in bed to board ship for a meeting shortly, the prep process
takes a little time and I just like to sleep through it, or listen to music. Excuse the typos, would do no
good for me to search them out tonight. Make do. Thanks, good night.

Is this the translation device they intend to spread after the first contact? If so I should pretty
not invest too much in the translation/interpreting device because the language was smoother
than some translators themselves.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward XXXXXXXX

NO, this is Likely YOUR brain's own translation device, but could also be some advanced technology;
I can't rule that out from your description.
The translation initially offered is software on the Internet. You can communicate in your own language
and there will be excellent translation. Later, there will using satellites, cell towers, or whatever method
of broad cast which will still be part of the world wide web, the use of a device that that is transplanted

on your scalp near your ear that allows you to talk with others around the world using mind to mind
contact through the device, and there will also be automatic translation with that. We will give up
telephones, cell phones and the like with that. Part of OLIN development. It will be awhile yet before
that technology is available, and it will only work with ensouled individuals, who have higher mind.
That will be granted in due time, as the planetary peoples become more moral. it is not something
gifted for use to war and corrupt.
Eventually after the ascension we will be tied into SIN, the galactic internet, and that only comes when
the Universal Father of the Central Universe approves it. The people must be sovereign individuals,
which is not just a statement of I drive my own car, it has moral implications, and only people that are
sovereign, and thus in control of their behavior, completely, will be allowed on SIN. Sovereign Integral
Network.
Ok off to shower and go forth with that which is front of me, and not on the computer.

Did Christ Michael promise To Ascend the sons of God?
I don't know, does it say that somewhere......I probably missed it!
But aren't the "son of God" the Starship Commanders?

Quoting: voice XXXXXXXXXXX
The star ship commanders (and the others aboard) ARE the SONS of God. God the Father Creator
sits on his ass thinking on Paradise, and his Sons do the work. And HE would laugh of that comment
by the way. I am not taking the Lords name in vain.
There is not only ONE Son of God. There was the FIRST Son of God, the Eternal Son, and trillions
upon trillions upon Trillions of Sons later, here we are. Yea are all Sons of God. Wake up. I am an
ascending Paradise Son of God. That is why you see "Paradise Citizen" under my handle. Those of
you that have read in the UB, read about the Trinitized Sons of God, several varieties. I AM a Mighty
Messenger. So is Esu. Those that have heard of Shekhmet, she is a Mighty Messenger that
composed 3 of the UB Papers, including the one about the Trinitized Sons of God. And she mentions
in that paper that she completed the mighty climb with her soul mate, who wrote several other papers
of the UB.
Now amongst my personal proofs, if that I have been attended in this life by my soul mate who stayed
behind this time to be my major guide. He also made Paradise and is a Mighty Messenger. He goes
by "Tom" for simplicity. He and I have always been in contact and he was materialized visually in my
home several times, and in "spirit" many, many times. He will be joining me, he has embodied and
aboard the Capricorn and after stasis we will walk this planet as "man and wife".
My Destiny Guardian Angel, name is Andrea also made Paradise as a Trinitized Custodian. She is
embodied aboard the Capricorn. Her specialty during these times, is resurrecting folks who don't do so
well when brought to ship. She can reconstruct the damaged body and make it whole again. She has
been many times in my home. She is the one who over a 4 month period carried out the change of this
earth body that ages into a body that regenerates, and every time I lay down, it does into regeneration
mode. That 4 month period was very hard. I had to endure being in gamma rays of certain frequencies
and other rays unknown to man that are related to microwaves. We are going to one day have the
technology on earth.
I have not aged one iota and in fact am looking younger. I am not the only one going through some
de-aging, which is a separate procedure than the one I described above. Immediately following my
body’s conversion into a regenerating form, my white hair began to return to its dark blond color and it
is now about 3/4 "dirty blond" with only some white on top. Enough white I still get my senior
discounts. Now people that know me around here SAW this happen. The hair change and I when I
see people I haven't seen for a time, they like to say I am looking so young! Wrinkles are thinning out.
Now somebody here changed that story when I told it elsewhere, probably the Holy Shit Thread, to I
reported some gamma rays changed my hair. That is a distortion.

I just met a person for lunch who is undergoing de aging too and 3 years old than me. He has just
about lost all his large age spots on his head. Hair is changing. And he too undergoes "regenerating"
each day. The body does this automatically when resting and creates a lovely pleasant sensation.
Usually it starts with me in about 8 minutes. Can be earlier or later, but most of the time about 8
minutes, and lasts 15 to 20 minutes.
I have been actively involved now in this game gee, 13 to 14 years now. I did a lot of prepping work. It
took the decisions of some higher ups to agree to my becoming public and working with Esu initially.
By the way, somebody asked something about how did I know this was really Esu. I have been with
him personally many many times. I have been aboard the Phoenix too, and met Christ Michael
PERSONALLY in his Hatonn form he is using for the return. He has even flown over my house in a
silver shuttlecraft. That was Election Day 2004.
(edit: The Phoenix Journal project was a tough one on dharma and family and associates and was
eventually destroyed by the thugs of earth. That was why there was hesitation about taking up again. I
have incredible protection around me. I won't tell those stories today.)
I had this sudden urge to go outside and when I reached my driveway, he connected with me and the
connection was very strong, seemed like he was very close. We chatted about my non voting that day
etc, and I was still on the drive looking down, and pondering why he seemed so close. Well, when
done with our short conversation he said to look up. There a 100 feet or so above my house was a
lovely shining craft. He took off at very high speed then. I could write books of my stories. I KNOW.
This is only a very small sample. I Know
Menow and others, take a serious attitude and ask in genuine love, and you too shall be answered.
Thanks XXXXXXX for the above comments on Nibiru. I noticed them when editing this. NOW I just
skipped a nap to do all this writing, I really have to be on my way. Join us in a more positive manner
won't you Menow, this is an olive branch.

so have you ever seen CM with your own eyes?
Quoting: XXXXXXX

Yes, that is in one of the stories I told today, however, one of them did NOT post with my circle. The
first time, he met me in a canteen on the Phoenix, was wearing a red turtle neck top of some sort. He
is bald, almost white skin, GLOWS. Normal human looking features, a little "stocky." Tall large head,
lots of brain in there.
I was waiting in the canteen, and he came and joined me. He is really tall. Feels like twice my height
almost. Make me feel really tiny. (I am 5'1").
Here is a link on my site, which is NOT a pic of him, but he looks fairly similar, his head. [link to
abundanthope.net]
Yes, Hatonn is CM incarnate at this time.

In the end, between believing you and SaLuSa, I believe SaLuSa. I see you started well but you
are going into the wrong track and not wanting to recognize it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward XXXX

hmmmm, you are following the Council of Light false channels then. I do not read them anymore. I
attend meetings regularly aboard ship and much more, and I happen to KNOW what is going on.
These others do NOT, they are NOT in the loop regardless of what sources they think they have.
SaLuSa, I have met her, is NOT working with Quinsey. And neither does Germain, if Quinsey is still
posting material in Germain’s Holy Name. Since I am not on the list of Quinsey, who is still posted by

Nancy Tate? I have no idea what the false SaLuSa is saying about me, but I chat with the real one
now and then and she is support of this work, is on the team and does know what is going on.
Thank you for your candidness.......personally, I find her posts somewhat inspiring, as it leaves
me with a feeling that I can still progress into something MORE than what I already am!
You know, Commander Hatonn once said "that there are some down here on this planet, at this
time; who are His Superior!" Now I'm NOT saying that Candace is one of them.......but I'm not
ruling it out either! ;)
Quoting: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

I replied already to the Commander Hatonn comment. To those who like to come here claiming I am
forming a cult, what I am forming is a group of people who do wish to progress into something more,
because there is always something more to progress too. Only the Father knows it all TO THIS
POINT, and the final story hasn't been written. It will never be written, there is NO final story.
It is my purpose to find visionary people, which is those that always do wish to progress to something
higher, always wanting the challenge. And of course, those of you who are visionary, came to clean up
the muck, so lets get cleaning it up and stop making more of it.
It is put out by those that do not wish to grow more that I have a cult. I am a huge threat to those in
power who wish forever more to live on low life planets and chase money, power, and sex. So be it,
God will always provide them with a low grade planet to do this things, but you see, it's not going to be
THIS low life planet anymore. Mother gave up on all the ones that still wish to be low life, and in fact
get lower and lower into degradation.
God the Father always says, ASK and it shall become known unto you. So menow and others, if
menow is still around, I would be asking for your own answers instead of asking me to prove what I am
and badgering others in stupid arguments that go one for pages and pages, with continuous distorting
of truth.
I will tell all of you here, ONCE TRUTH about the CREATION is KNOWN, there will be no more
religions, no more killing in the name of God, and all the other crap. This planet has the worst religion
on it that I have ever seen in my very long existence.
I started a thread on what you do in Heaven for All Eternity, you know, for trillions of years. That was a
pretty disappointing experience. The confusion about God on this planet is incredible. I am willing to
answer questions like the one on rocks in this, but if one would take a minute to think, KNOWING that
life is GOD, you would know that people do not incarnate into dead matter. Discarnates can watch the
world just fine without being in a rock. You cannot bring spirit into a rock. Spirit is LIFE. Spirit is MIND.
The simplest plant has the beginning of mind, otherwise there would be no higher plants above it.
Mind searches on and on. The rock does not search.
The will of the Father is not to find your purpose for you. It is YOUR purpose to find your purpose.
Thus many Christians are delusioned by this teaching and always begging God to lead them by the
nose, instead of using God's mind that was gifted to them.
The Father does not change your diapers. You will potty train yourself, or remain in diapers. The Will
of the Father is that you become LIKE HIM in all ways. And he provides a most magnificent system of
schools for that purpose. But there is a very specific rule in those schools, NOBODY gets a free ride.
Nobody. Eternal life is a choice, and those not interested, that drop out, are uncreated.

It is YOUR purpose ALWAYS, ALWAYS, to continuously take a conscious role in driving your own car,
(your experience). It is not for anybody to lead you around by the nose. It is not for you to follow. True
teachers teach, they never ask to be followed. But you can certainly attend class and make the best of
it.

I am not asking to be followed, I am asking for the star seeds and advancing souls to wake up and
drive their own lives in the service they came to do. Every one who has posted in this thread has
special skills to give, even you shills, who came to destroy this thread.
I am looking for CO CREATORS with God, Two or More in MY (Gods) Name. If you still need your
diapers, go elsewhere, because I gave up changing diapers when each child was less than 2 years
old.
Gawd, do you all notice how many kids there are now, still wearing diapers and toddler pants when
they are 3 and 4 years old?
It is late, nearly midnight. When I return to this thread, at MY own timing, I expect to see some
grownup star seeds, standing in their own shoes, and not needing their diapers changed.
Last Edited by Candace on 8/14/2009 at 1:47 AM

This was an attempt to work with a target audience. And I did NOT say I was giving up "channeling,"
which I never did anyway. I am a Telepath. There is a difference. I SAID I put out that which is relevant
that those I work with WANT out. I don't do teaching channelings anymore, because there is very
adequate teaching from God already on the planet, and it attracted a ton of email from people who
argued no end and I don't have that kind of time.
This is a thread targeted as finding the motivating the star seeds that came to actually work. And then
perhaps to discuss the work. I misnamed it. It should not have been called Ask Candace. It should
have said, seeking potty trained Star seeds. Are you one? By your post, no.
It was and is NOT for YOU to define my work. Nor anybody else's here. The several antagonists are
here to turn people away from healing the planet and organizing in a fruitful way. If you are here to
twist everything I say, you are not star seed or advancing souls wishing to uplift the mother and her life
forms.
People are responsible for two things, their personal growth of their minds, and their service to the
planet which supports their life. And most decisions around personal growth need to be those which
support the planet.
How many of you STILL eat meat? Make a study of how animals are abused horrendously before they
hit your plate. Make a study about the nature of the people that must abuse these animals before they
hit your plate. Do something about it showing the way by not eating meat, and by telling everybody,
frankly, why you do not eat meat.
This is only one example of the way showing you came to do. How many of you bitch up a storm here
on GLP, singing to and with the choir, but in your personal lives do nothing about showing another
way in many different facets? WE all support the beast in this country and this world, by participating in
the game.
It is time to try to seek out like mind and actually doing something. How many of, for example, drive
the biggest fanciest gas guzzlers money can acquire? I have worked around "star seeds" wannabies
actually, who if they agree to work for God expect God to put a gas guzzling big monster in their
driveway and provide them with very expensive homes and other benefits.
A bunch came around with NESARA. They didn’t want to serve, they wanted NESARA play money.
Free cash. There are some very nice flying saucers to be released for use. Supposed star seeds got
on the list for one, so they could have an awfully fancy "mobile home" to play in.
What is wrong with those of you challenging me here in the last few posts, about getting in my silver
ship and doing whatever, however that goo was written?
DON'T YOU PEOPLE WANT WHAT IS TRULY BETTER? DON'T YOU WANT OFF THIS PLACE

AND INTO THE HIGHER REALMS? DON'T YOU WANT THIS PLANET TO DEVELOP GALACTIC
CONTACT AND SAIL THE FRIENDLY SKIES OF THE UNIVERSE WITH THEM?
DON'T YOU WANT TO SEE BETTER ENERGY DEVELOPED THAT DOES NOT POLLUTE? DON'T
YOU GIVE A FUCKING SHIT ABOUT THE HEALTH OF THIS PLANET? WHERE ARE YOUR
WORKS? SOME OF YOU WILL BE GOING ONTO ANOTHER LOW WORLD INFESTED WITH
MONEY AND POWER SEEKING DESTRUCTIVE INDIVIDUALS AND YOU WILL AGAIN HELP
DESTROY A PLANET YOU WERE GIVEN TO CARE FOR AND LIVE ON. SO BE IT, IF THATS
WHAT YOU WANT FOR YOUR ETERNAL LIFE, GOD WILL MOST SURELY SUPPLY IT. UNLESS
AND UNTIL YOU SEEK UNCREATION, YOU WILL LIVE ON LOW LIFE PLANETS, FOR ETERNITY
IF NECESSARY. AND THATS A LONG TIME.
I STARTED A THREAD ASKING WHAT PEOPLE DO FOR ETERNITY, TRILLIONS OF YEARS. THE
ANSWERS WERE AWFULLY SHORT SIGHTED. THEY RANGED FROM PARTY FOREVER WITH
MY FAMILY AND FRIENDS IN HEAVEN, TO "ETERNITY IS NOT A PROBLEM, AS THERE IS NO
TIME," THE TYPICAL NEW AGE RESPONSE.
Everybody LIVES IN SOME SORT OF TIME. Those invisible ones on our own other side,
still mark some time. Every sphere either turns, or is going around something, or both, so there is time
to mark.
Somebody posted somewhere on GLP that Heaven is not a planet. Will, it is, when heaven is
completed, in the 7 super universes, there will be about 1 trillion heaven planets, which are custom
made.
Heaven is not floating around in some state of bliss at the feet of Jesus.
The Father is a massive spirit residing on Paradise. He is the author of original mind and personality.
He is the creation, with his Eternal Son and Infinite Spirit. They send forth their sons and daughters to
create and work. He does not work per se. I made a silly comment ON PURPOSE, because so many
of earth do not see themselves as HOLY. They God not see themselves as the Sons of God who do,
do the work in the Father’s name. Every being has its ultimate origin, angel and man, in the Father,
directly or indirectly. If you are going to become like HIM, which is His Will, best be getting about with
that task personally.
I do not understand ever, why you shills that have posted here and elsewhere all over GLP, wish to
stay on low level worlds. Where is the desire to grow your mind and knowledge? There is so little of
this on this planet, the conscious desire to grow ones mind ever upward. So many just want to go to
church, say they are the body of Christ, without doing anything to be the body of Christ, and they don't
even have a single idea who that Christ is and was, they wish to be the body of. Just go to church, say
they believe ON Jesus, and off the heaven they get to go to avoid the harsh times coming, that they
helped create. It does not work that way. If you helped create the harsh times, you are going to
experience those times. No rapture on a white horse.
Now, you can all roll up you sleeves and stop this bullshit in this thread, or I will walk, and continue to
post where it suits me to do so around here.
To the poster I have quoted in this post, where are YOUR Holy SHOES. Your post indicates you are
NOT wearing them. Again, it is not YOUR purpose to drive my life, go drive your own. I am seeking the
really good drivers that are on this planet to co create the new world after this one is cleansed. And it
is going to be cleansed, because it is against the Father to kill his living planets which are provided for
your growth into maturity.

What is soul-mate, from the perspective of creation?
Why the soul-mate system?
How does it help souls in general?
How does it help the creation process?

thx,
K
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 748600

Soul Mates are people that share a like minded journey, of similar vibration, by their choice to do so.
God does not create soul mates. That is myth. And not very good myth at that circulating in new age.
There are groups of souls on this planet, who are always working with each other on this planet
through their many incarnations learning lessons.
There is the term kindred soul, which is a person you resonate with whom you may have had many
journeys with. But man not also. You may have never known them before, but there is the resonance
of similar energy and they feel like family. Technically, you could say everybody living on this planet
are soul mates, we are sharing the same home. Since we are made, (our minds, not the bodies) in the
image of the Father that makes us all soul mates. It makes us all brothers and sisters. It makes us all
kindred.

The creation process is helped by people choosing to work together on worthy goals. What is soul
mate is NOT even relevant on this planet. What is relevant is personal self responsible soul growth
and finding others with similar mind set and experience to carry forth something that improves the
planet and themselves.
Many who are running around looking for their soul mate, usually their soul mate, IF one exists is
either on the other side, or the other side of the planet, or even on another world. Like energies to
chose to pair up.

I have an eternal soul mate, who is not incarnate with me this time, but serving as my most important
guide as I journey here this time. We found each other some where along the way in our journeys long
ago and have stayed together by our choice to do so. Ditto Esu Immanuel and Lady Nada, for
instance. Nada played the role of Mary Magdalene in the play 2000 years ago.
The incarnations of 2000 years ago, in Palestine, were carried out as a joint project by a group of like
minded individuals, the Kumara's. Mother Mary is Esu's "real mother" from a very long time ago. Sanat
Kumara is his "real" Father. There were many other Kumuras here related and not, during that
incarnation, incarnated as sisters, brothers, friends, and the like. And there were Kumara guides
helping those incarnated in the play.
The Kumara’s are a group of like-minded people who have taken up as their mission the healing of
this entire solar system which has experience many destructive wars. They could be called soul
mates, I guess, in the sharing of joint purpose, each contributing their own special skills to a larger
cause.
Please do find some soul mates, people of like energy to share a worthy cause on this planet. That is
the only way the power will grow. Where two or more are gathered in God's holy name, is where there
is power to accomplish something. We have so many here on this planet who are working nearly
alone, because they can't find kindred people, and these ones often end up in prison, dead, and other
not so satisfactory outcomes for their work, because there are NOT enough sharing in the journey.
Those that rightfully protest this insane taxation system, would be amongst those. There is NOT
enough power, not enough numbers.
I ask, how really does a dissertation on soul mates truly serve at this time that I just wrote? Put on your
holy shoes along with some others having similar vision and get to work. Demonstrate by your choices
in living, to those that do not make such good choices. Do not play the games of the beast or play as
little as needed to stay on the planet so you can work. That is what is behind the advice of giving to
Caesar that which is Caesars.
While it is GOOD that there is an interest in God that is building, people have yet to learn they ARE
GOD. Evolving people ARE THE SUPREME BEING. Arlo Gutherie is on TV right now discussing

Wood Stock. You know, back in those days, the Supreme was beginning to manifest on this planet,
and it seems it all went away.
But....that said, if people will finally see through this game of Obama and his puppet masters, in this
country perhaps it will begin once again to manifest.

Can someone give me some insight about "What would CM have to say about being forced to
take the vaccinations" I have custody of my granddaughter, I will probably be arrested when I
refuse to be vaccinated? If Im forced to take it, will there be some kind of help from above?
Please respond candace if you can. Im just a concerned gramma.
I hope you get some input from CM.
Commander Hatonn wrote in one of the Phoenix Journals that "if you are FORCED to take the
vaccine, and you are of Higher Source........it will NOT harm you."
Btw monika, in all of the 98 Phoenix Journals that I have read, Commander Hatonn never once
refers to Himself as the "Christ Michael".........just thought you'd like to know that!?!
Quoting: voice 745585

He gave his name many times as Aton. He returned "under disquise" and this real name is neither
actually, except it starts with Atonnnnnnnnnnn, meaning a long drawn out n. His name can't be written
in English. It is actually sung, and I happen to know who will put his name to harmonics later, and it will
take a goodly time to "sing" it. Just the basic sounds without the harmonics require over half a page of
paper to write down.
I don't really feel tonight like telling the story of how it came that he became undisquised, you can read
message # 25 under my name (under telepathic messages,) on my site, done on April 25, 2005. Titled
something to the effect of None Has Ever Walked with Christ MIchael as you shall do.
As I pointed out in another post on this thread, NO Creator Son has EVER returned before embodied
to the bestowal planet, and for that matter there is no record of an Avonal Son returning in the flesh
either, after the paradise Bestowal mission to a planet. He is going to indeed walk the planet when it is
settle enough after stasis to do so. Meaning no thugs left and the people have been prepared and
their is resonable acceptance of who he is. There will a spiritual headquarters built, separate from the
International Headquarters of Esu/AH.

Understand on this very nasty planet, the Creator Son can't just return, and announce he was Jesus. It
was sincerely hoped that this could start mid 60's or so, and JFK was going to announce them the day
he was murdered.
And he also desired the personal experience of commanding a fleet, which he does indeed state
somewhere in those journals, which I came across not all that long ago, but which he has stated
through me. Stasis is covered in one of the banned Journals, by that term, but it's a rather short
discussion, saying it is likely they may have to do it, or something of that sort. I had not come across
that before we started talking stasis, so don't go saying I read it there first because I did not.
I may have the mods take off this thread, so copy anything you wish beforehand. When I was aboard
ship last night we discussed alternatives to how to present here and I don't want a thread full of the
shit about those I love and serve to remain for all to read. In fact, I am going to sent a note to a mod
shortly stating when I want it down. The erratic problems with earth rotation is going to come down too,
as I don't want these threads to stand as some sort of tribute to menow and friends and the others
who chimed in.
Ye people of earth are going to get "god" one way or the other. For most it will be the "other" sadly.
There is the "void" planet which is really void of God. Right down to no reproduction and living in an
everlasting hell with each other, for as long as desired. This does grow up the resistant ones, because
only the very ungodly "earn" that place. No angels, no guides, no higher realms in attendance giving

assistance to growth. NO protection. Nada, nothing. But each other. Those that eventually learn are
taken off and given exactly one more chance. If they blow it, its uncreation, which they agree to before
being taken off. There are a lot of really nasty folks going there during stasis.
You can take the vaccine because you see, it's not going to "work." It will be decontaminated before
distribution, if the distribution is allowed for soul growth. This is NO vaccine. It is similar to the swine flu
"vaccine" of 1976, except they worked the bugs out of it, and it will kill better than before. And nobody
will likely be dropping dead on site like last time, which is why the last one was discontinued when
word got out. This is a deadly, deadly virus in the "vaccine." And all fleet has to go is go in at night and
use the very same methods Raymond Royal Rife tried to give the world and kill the virus in it. NO BIG
DEAL. They track all of this.
If you read all we have put out recently, this has been discussed and it was said it would not fly.
**********************************************************************

Yes, Hatonn did express as Aton at times.......I personally witnessed a meeting where a member
of the class-room asked "How can you be both Hatonn & Aton?" Commander then showed us
exactly how that transformation can be done: We watched in the room as Aton's presents came
forth, the Light grew brighter, and Dharma's voice got lower and more majestic........as I
remember it!
But Commander told us, that Aton was the name that the Ancient Egyptians gave him meaning
Sun/Light/God!
He told us that this was one of the reasons that the hidden chambers in the pyramids were not
allowed to be seen.........because the name Aton was plastered all over the walls, down there!
As for a "disquise", Hatonn NEVER mentioned any such thing, ever!
Actually, I have all the banned Journals (got them before they were banned), and I don't recall
ever hearing the term "stasis".........However, Commander does mention that for those who are
unable to make the transition into the Higher Realms, they will be put to sleep until they can be
transported to another planet. So basically, this is the same thing as "stasis"........although for
some strange reason I don't like the word......I prefer the word "sleep", although stasis
probably better describes the event!
Of course he did NOT mention the disguise, it would not then be a disguise. The ancient Egyptians did
know the name. STASIS is used in one of those Journals. I marked it, but they are packed away to
take with me and I don't recall which one and I have them so very marked up, that a search would take
some time. I have been aboard the Phoenix and met Hatonn face to face. Hatonn is merely and this is
covered in the Journals, Aton’s/CM's method of experiencing physically at this time. He is not really IN
the body, the photon spirit form of CM/Aton, and in fact any of us from the higher realms wearing
photon forms, can't actually be IN the body, the energy is too high. We can only download our
monads, our Hard drives, so to speak.
Aton thus "surrounds" and direct constant linkage to his form, Hatonn at this time. There is NO loss of
connection, the minds are completely "joined" for lack of a better world. He will use that form, or
perhaps another of his choosing when he does walk this planet. As he clearly stated several times in
the Journals I have read, that people need to get it, that there is NO difference between Hatonn and
Aton.
By the way, I put up Chapters 1 and 2 of PJ #34 this morning, and Aton speaks in Chapter 2 I think.
Esu in Chapter one. I have a separate word doc with Aton stuff, I will copy that portion into it, don't
think I have it yet.
And you see, just as Hatonn/Aton can be "both" as folks did not understand above, I am Both

Candace this life, and Candace my higher self. As are all of you who are incarnate also your "higher
self." Most of you still don't have full access is all. And even though my Monad did download, it still
won't let me have stuff that this planet is not yet ready for.

***************************************************************************
Mods ...Why is it that when anyone tries to type in Davids site it comes up like that!!
Is it because its competition???
This is a low point for you guys, get over the squabbling.
Icke threatened GLP with legal action and chose to alienate this forum. Links to his site are not
welcome here.
And to the one dissatisfied with this, GLP has a right and in fact an obligation to reject "enemy." I have
never visited Icke's form so I don't know what goes on there. I have read a lot of his material in years
past, part of my homework assignments in preparation for becoming public.
But, there is error in "new age" teaching that people have to get over competition and bickering. That
is new age fluff to keep you all from coming together two or more in my name, to form great power.
Those who are working in the light, do not have to accept everything that presents in their face and
should not in fact. This is not only new age fluff, it's everywhere on TV now to help the NWO order to
take over the planet.
When I ejected troublemakers from my forum, the would go post how mean and awful I was, that I ran
a dictatorship, and not a democracy. Will my organization is NOT a democracy, nor it is required to be.
Get some back bone people.
4d, is get off the fence time. Folks move to the dark or to the light. You can't play both sides of the
fence anymore. The light gets stronger and does not any longer associate in cooperation with "Satan".
That is why I want an EJECT button on my threads, and I think GLP management should consider the
idea. Because if that happens, anybody who posts something degrading to those I love and work with,
would get ejected from my threads, simple as that. Ponder it.
New age is nearly as confused as other religions. New age was created as a religion to deter people
and it's working pretty good, isn't it. I have been sent a lot of email by folks when I "break" new age
rules. Tough. So Be it. Go back through just this thread, and see what is advised by certain ones
posting here, based on new age lies. There's a bunch and in skipping around, I probably missed a lot
of it.
Let's see, one of those is that lighted ones never "rant." Oh.....Well Esu and Hatonn/Aton rant quite a
bit in the PJ's.
CANDACE: added today 9/3/2009 I am putting up PJ#32 and Esu does some GREAT ranting in it.

***************************************************************
Hello Candace. I am hoping to understanding this:
"this world is the betowal world of Christ MIchael the Creator Son"
Respectfully, is Michael the Christ and son of the Creator as we all are, or is he a type of
Creator acting as a 'representative', for lack of a better term, for the Creator? I am trying to
understand this relative to our roles spiritually.

Michael, as a Creator Son, was created on Paradise by the Universal Father and Eternal Son. You
could say he thus "represents" the Father and Son, in this Universe we live in. Don't try to confuse this
with the misunderstood trinity on earth.
There are two basic types of Sons of God, but many categories etc. There are the Descending Sons,
which some call the "angels" but that's a limiting term. Descending Sons and Daughters are created
by the God Head, are divine from their creation.
Ascending Sons usually arise out of the animal evolutionary process, as the source of their souls. The
Creator Son is initially the Father of their souls. However, once the mind of the animal being has
advanced to the ability of making real decisions, with some morality to them, A fragment of the
Universal Father, a piece of the Universal Father's mind, enjoins the mind of the person. In time the
two merge into a single mind, when the animal mind develops sufficiently. In the UB this piece of
Father Mind is called the Thought Adjuster. I prefer myself to call it the Father Fragment.
Until you grow sufficiently to merge with your Father Fragment, it is on "loan" to you. At the time of
merger you become one. And then you are a bonafide eternal Son of the Universal Father. But you
are not born of the Eternal Son, as the Creator Sons are. The Creator Sons are the highest
Descending Sons.
So you can accurately say, that You and the Creator Son are "born" of the Father. But he starts our on
Paradise, you have to take a LONG journey to get there. The ascending journey. At some future time,
the ascending sons, those with that career goal will become Creator Sons of the distant universes
forming in outer space.
I want people to understand, which so many do not do on earth, is that the ascension journey is one of
choosing careers and not just camping at the foot of Jesus or whatever and happily enjoying pleasant
events like barbecues for trillions of years,. Eternity is a long time.
When you graduate from Paradise, you are something called a 6th stage spirit, but in time the finaliters
will become 7th stage full creator beings.
The Creator Sons are the Father Gods of their respective universes, and in the case of this blessed
planet, he who has seen the Creator Son, has seen the Father. But that’s a more complicated term
than it sounds.
The Creator Sons and Mother Spirits (daughters of the Infinite Spirit), create the personalities of their
local universes, their "angels" that serve their creation. There were 700,000 universes planed, and all
sort of in existence now. The newest ones are still very "early' in their development. Ours is 611,121,
which makes us still a fairly young universe.
The responsibilities of the Creator Sons are at this time way past the ascending Sons, but that will be
an option for some in the future. I for one am not anywhere near ready to manage the creation of a
huge universe, but it's my career aspiration at the moment, and a very long way off. I will have career
opportunities playing God to some planets and more before.
Christ Michael is a very forward thinking Creator Son, as those distant new universes are going to be
the playgrounds of the Ascending Sons, rather than the Descending Sons. It is the Father's wish.
Many here are in training for difficult future roles on this planet. This planet has just about everything
wrong with it that can happen with a planet, thus a good place to train, both incarnate or otherwise.
The local Universes like Nebadon, purpose is to create NEW souls from the evolutionary process on
planets such as this one, then progress them through a variety of schools, until they are transformed
from totally animal creatures to totally spirit creatures. The spirit form is composed of Photons, which
is why the "shine." And invisible to our eyes. I am a spirit being, but my form cannot be seen, so I
incarnate, with a link to my spirit form. My spirit cannot inhabit one of these bodies.
OK, I am perhaps typing too much. Maybe a good time to stop. I need to go walk for a bit and do some
more thinking before I go to bed. Written 8/18.

****************************************************************
Candace, what is the UB and the PJs?
The "PJs" is the Phoenix Journals.........and I think the "UB" is the Urantian Book.
The Urantia book is mostly disinfo.
And how did YOU determine this? And what are your "credentials" to determine this. Did you actually
read the WHOLE thing? This was given through a "sleeping prophet" similar to how Edgar Cayce
worked. Except it was kept out of the public until the time came to get it published. This is a holy book
from a variety of entities given to be published for this time and the future of earth during and after the
ascension. It was given to help lift up this world, and because this world is the bestowal world of Christ
Michael the Creator Son, who returned in 1954, one year before the UB was published. It was written
about 20 years before then.
I know and work with some involved in it. We are in the Magisterial Mission now, go read that part. We
have an Avonal magisterial entity on the planet, actually since 1200 AD, who set up the renaissance
and ordained the UB, but wrote none of the UB. His name is Monjoronson and I have been with this
entity most personally.
Last Edited by Candace on 8/17/2009 at 9:20 PM
****************************************
The Urantia book is mostly disinfo.
I would agree with this statement......even though I will openly admit that I have never read the
thing.......for two reasons:
1) My spirit guide says it's bogus!
2) Because Candace just said: "Magisterial Mission".....and "avonal magisterial entity"! lol

Well, then do NOT judge it until you did read the whole thing, without paying any attention to the false
stories on the net about. You can't judge anything you haven't read.
Just who is this spirit guide who advised you, obviously one who never read it either. I know who I AM
and who I work with, without a doubt and these silly statements made to attempt to confuse some here
don't hold any water with me.
**********************************************
about 3 days ago you said you requested this lame ass bitch fest thread to be removed. Mostly
because you feel people are disrespecting you. Why should we respect you more than anyone
else. you come up with the lamest most unbelievable horseshit to be found anywhere and
parade around like you are holier than thou. I think you are right remove it, quit posting further
posts to it, get off your high horse.

Well, it wasn't taken down, so my readers and I will use it until it is. People are disrespecting God, and
the holy ones that have come to lift up this planet, and YES, I have a problem with that.
*************************************************************

Hello Candace.
Please accept my apologies for this poster. I do have another question for which I am, again,
trying to understand.

"The holy ones" that come to "lift up the planet", are these our descendants into the future?
Or, are these holy ones, then, "representatives" from the divine presence? Is this somewhat
accurate?
The holy ones are us RIGHT NOW, who came to attempt to show the way. Forget the word
"descendants" because there is reincarnation on this world, and the star seeds incarnate where
needed. The bodies of this world, most of them, are soul carriers, and "descendents" regards
incarnating beings is not really a proper term. We have a paucity of language. People still associate
the body as being the person, and it's not. It is a physical "clothing" for the soul.
Man is behind himself still on this planet, still thinking he is his body.
The star seeds really began incarnating here at the time of Christ and have continued. Huge numbers
coming in now, including pregnancies and and children now approaching 300 million.
Assume yourself to be holy. That is the problem on this planet, people do not consider themselves
holy. There are only levels of knowledge and experience, some having more than others, so lets say
those holy ones incarnating are simply those further along in the path.
when man here does begin to consider himself holy and behave as such this world will grow rapidly in
godliness. Man is still looking outside himself for divinity, when it is right in him all along, he fails to
recognize it. So he goes to church and worships heaven only know what on Sundays, and I haven't
yet figured that out. Jesus brought the message that God is Within, not up the sky someplace. Man
still doesn't get it.
I have no idea for sure if I am answering your question.
***********************************************
I have read the Urantia Book cover to cover five years ago and i can say that it is the greatest
book that i know. I thank God for it's revelation.
This is a quote from the UB placed into the thread by another. I just thought it should be
included in this-Candace
From the fourth part (The Life and Teachings of Jesus)
"To every one who has, more shall be given, and he shall have abundance; but from him who
has not, even that which he has shall be taken away. You cannot stand still in the affairs of the
eternal kingdom. My Father requires all his children to grow in grace and in knowledge of the
truth. You who know these truths must yield the increase of the fruits of the spirit and manifest
a growing devotion to the unselfish service of your fellow servants. And remember that,
inasmuch as you minister to one of the least of my brethren, you have done this service to me.
"And so should you go about the work of the Father's business, now and henceforth, even
forevermore. Carry on until I come. In faithfulness do that which is intrusted to you, and
thereby shall you be ready for the reckoning call of death. And having thus lived for the glory
of the Father and the satisfaction of the Son, you shall enter with joy and exceedingly great
pleasure into the eternal service of the everlasting kingdom." P.1917;1-2
In the next world you will be asked to give an account of the endowments and stewardships of
this world. Whether inherent talents are few or many, a just and merciful reckoning must be
faced. If endowments are used only in selfish pursuits and no thought is bestowed upon the
higher duty of obtaining increased yield of the fruits of the spirit, as they are manifested in the
ever-expanding service of men and the worship of God, such selfish stewards must accept the
consequences of their deliberate choosing.P.1918;1
Candace: Same poster that posted above, place this. You might want to visit that site.

A PowerPoint about the ascent to Paradise from the Urantia Book teachings:
[link to www.squarecircles.com]
**************************************************
As much as I heartily agree with the above post, I think GLP has to allow all opinions unless
they threaten and then they can be banned. I believe you have every right, as I have, to report
abusive posts. Take heed.
It would be very wise of course to have a basic understanding of all Candace presents but I do
believe she has to reach to out to all for awakening. I think the premise ideally would be a
motivation to learn and ask questions to further their understanding.
Perhaps those that feel inclined should read the phoenix journals,the first few at least. We have
read all, as well as the Urantia Book. You can read it online. [link to www.urantia.org] It is a
mammoth piece of work messaged in the 1930's and most comprehensive but after reading it
you will feel that spark of God within. My husband has read it cover to cover three times in his
life. I have read parts and still pick it up and read what I am led to.
******************* (to separate postings by 2 different people in this quote-C)
Ok, I'm reading the Introduction to the Urantia Book and I read this:
"IN THE MINDS of the mortals of Urantia--that being the name of your world-"
Again I'm wondering about that since Commander Hatonn called our planet "Shan"????????
Now that I think of it, He never Once mentioned the name "Urantia".........:(
Ok, I just finished reading the Forward and the 1st chapter of the Urantian book.......here are my
thoughts:
I could hardly wade through the Forward, thank God the first chapter got better!
I found the writings very similar to the Doctrine of the Mormon Church.......almost as if the
writer WAS a Mormon! I thought this a bit interesting.
Also, I found it interesting that the speaker, called the Councilor, admits to also not being fully
aware of exactly what God is! And yet, he filled pages and pages full of his definition of
same........more later.

All planets are known as names that are not necessarily the given name in universal records. Shan is
a sad term, meaning a planet of sorrows, in Pleiadian terms. It's a Pleiadian term. And don't forget,
Commander is pretending to be from the planet "Hatonn" of Pleiades, as part of the disguise. There is
NO planet Hatonn. He is pretending to be a local diety of Pleiades in the PJ's. This is a Pleiadian
planet. And there has been wars over time between the Pleiadians and the Orions/Reptilians for this
planet/solar system. Pleiadians won.

Let me tell you though, when you become familiar with the UB you will find quite a few quotes from it in
the PJ's. And always, whoever is quoting, tells dharma that the source is not be named. Part of the
disguise.
The reason we have a UB is because of the return. If CM was returning generations from now or
whenever, the book would not have been given, as the planetary peoples are otherwise too immature
to receive a revelation of this type. It's part of the correcting time for us, and the rest of the planets that
went into the Lucifer Rebellion.
If the thugs had cooperated and not killed Kennedy etc, we would be so very nicely moving along,
instead of looking at a cleanse, with a magnetic pole reversal at this time. but we are looking as

massive changes still, the lands have to be rebalanced before we can enter Monopolarity, but we
hoped to involve man NOW in the process, didn't happen, won't happen. People are still so very stuck,
even if we went on TV etc, they have such a distorted idea of the creation.
By the way, exactly NO Mormons were involved in the UB. There is bullshit on the net to that effect.
While this church does have somewhat better original knowledge, it's all be corrupted and they don't
under the Melchizedeks at all. That they have such a priest hood, is NOT what the Melchizedeks are
about, which you will see later in the UB. The idea of the white underwear is a complete corruption of
the idea of white lighting.
And they forgot women can become Gods of those future planets too. Treatment of Women
completely stinks. I haven't fully figured out the 3 heavens. Believe me, the UB goes WAY beyond
Mormonism, which is owned by the satanic adversaries of this world. This church is in fact, because
the huge screwing with the teachings, the most satanic church on the planet, worse than Catholicism,
in terms of infiltration by the Satanists and the keeping down of the soul, especially of women.
A huge "crime" of this church in the teachings is again, the necessity of placing clergy between man
and God. NO clergy has the right to take away baptisms or excommunicate people. several religions
excommunicate, but do not cancel a baptism, and play the games the Mormons do with those that
don't conform. And it wasn't Jesus the Christ in that book, it was Queztecoatl the Christ.
*********************************************
With all due respect, I just do not see my body as a trash can I can dump as soon as some
etheric density change happens. I'm not going to 4th density. I still have work to do in the 3rd.
And yes, I do have a choice because my creator says so and yes, I will do it here on this
mother earth.
It occurs to me if there are so many that are telling me that my body is a useless 'container' but
then there are so many around just waiting to scoop it up, then I am seeing this as
manipulation at any level.
We, as a species, had better get it right this time though. We were 11th density and did not
evolve, within from the body, like we should have.
I have faith, however. If we can stop parasites from derailing us from spiritual evolution and
just recognizing these for what they are, then we can do this.

Your body is NOT a useless container. You can't learn otherwise without it in this sort of world. I don't
know who you are responding too in your post. This is NOT a 3rd Density planet. It's 2nd Density, 4th
dimension already, and going to 5th dimension. The teachings are very flawed here on Densities and
Dimensions. Densities are basically vibratory rate of matter. Densities refers more to level of
consciousness. This will always be a 2nd Density planet. It can evolve to 2.9999999999999999........
but will never be 3rd Density. For those UB readers here, the 7 mansion worlds are 3rd Density. 3rd
density to 13th density (Paradise) make use of physical and morontial elements.
If you are not staying on to create the next society, you may or may not be dumping your body.
Depends on where you are going after stasis. If you are going or returning to the actual heaven
spheres you cannot take this body with you, it does not function there. You are given a new form upon
arrival.
If you are going to the new planet, you can take this body with you, or if you are from another world
that has a similar form, as a lateral movement, since you don't wish to ascend, you might be able to
take it with you. There is NOT going to be several different dimensions on earth. If you are staying at
3rd DIMENSION level, without plans to ascend then you are leaving the planet, and may or may not
be taking this body, depending as above, on where.
And the ones coming back here to rebuild, the planet will be so much higher in vibration, and some

people are sick from the pollutions and foods, that many will return in Enhanced cloned bodies,
acquired during stasis.
Your guardian angel is heavily involved in the decision of where you go. It's not just yours. Why would
not wish to return and help rebuild and move upward in your consciousness? I am willing to bet you
don't understand the process because of all the false new age bullshit out there. I would suggest
reading in the UB about societies in the early stages of light and life. Just put that into the search at
www.urantia.org
We were NEVER 11th Density on this planet. The highest level of consciousness on a 2nd Density
planet is 9th dimension, which is very advanced, but nothing compared to the Superuniverse worlds
and Havona.
11th Density consciousness does NOT ever de evolve, it is too evolved to do so. That is at the Highest
level of the Superuniverse, in our case Uversa of Orvonton. In this case I am using 11th Density,
rather than dimension, because 11th Density, is the highest density in the Superuniverse structure.
12th Density if Havona, and 13th Paradise, for UB readers.
The fallen angels sent here from all lower angels from Nebadon, NONE even close to 11 anything.
*********************************************************************
Hi Candace.
a) Why have you started a website that continues to promote the most incredible lies and
embarrasses legitimate channellers around the world?
b) Do you know how much time spend allaying fears brought on from your Jupiter drivel?

yup!...that might of killed it! (this thread that is) Other people)
************************
Answer the damn question (other person)
***************************
You go find the answer, I answered this question, with using the quote feature. Way back when
in this thread. (Candace's portion of this quote)
Below is a copy of a post I just made in the Holy Shit Thread. Jupiter is still being brought up there,
people thinking its "real." Now this is the last time I will address this in this thread, people can research
whatever I wrote in the earlier pages in answer to the rude questions, plus this here. I will be posting
this to my website right now, just to refresh people there too, as there is a bit os new information in it,
being that the Hologram was place there nearly 1 1/2 years ago now. This is the second season we
have been watching the hologram. Ok, here's the post. Some of you rude people will no matter what I
say refuse to look and that is YOUR problem, not mine.
********************************
That is a star ship, NOT Jupiter, it has changed it's hologram to get some attention. PLEASE ALL OF
YOU HERE who have not done so already, review this film. If you are on dial up, and don't wish to
wait on it, The REAL Jupiter on March 15/16 was observed being pulled back behind the sun. It was
moving Clockwise, NOT counterclockwise as is normal. The false Jupiter was out there on time in
early February or so, and the Real Jupiter, by NASA's own words was not. [link to
soho.nascom.nasa.gov]
Now, here is the copy in blue:
No one has been able to observe Jupiter and its moons for some time as it is too close to the Sun, but
that did not stop the STEREO (Behind) COR1 coronagraph from capturing it and its four major moons

over a 30-hour period (March 15-16, 2009). If you look carefully, you can identify three of its moons
close to Jupiter, and even discern how their positions change as the movie progresses. Those with
keen eyes can see the fourth moon, Callisto, as a fainter object well to the right of the others. These
four moons are known as the Galilean moons, because they were first discovered by Galileo Galilei in
1610.
Jupiter itself is largely saturated in the movie to bring out the moons and the faint solar corona. The
solid dark green area on the right is the coronagraph's occulting disk that blocks out the Sun and some
of its bright atmosphere to that our instrument can see fainter structure just beyond the Sun. The thin,
white line inside of that indicates the actual size of the Sun. By coincidence, a coronal mass ejection is
seen blasting a white cloud of charged particles out into space during much of the clip. We have not
seen many solar storms of late as the Sun is near its low point in its solar activity cycle. Remember
you are seeing 30 hours of movement compressed into 11 seconds or so..
Notice the bolded words as I keeping saying the real Jupiter is now a Sun and it is. They enhanced
Jupiter to show the FAINT SOLAR CORONA! Now, planets do not have solar coronas, so NASA is
here ADMITTING, that Jupiter is now a SUN. SOLAR is a word used with SUN in our language.
Venus has not been REAL for many many years now. It is also a starship showing a hologram. It is
being terraformed, being prepared for life implantation, at this time.
Also, for further "proof" on Jupiter, check out the pics by Chris Go on his website: [link to
jupiter.cstoneind.com] Look at this years, then click on 2007 and look at those. There is HUGELY
more detail in them, lots more bands etc. Then go back to 2009, then click on 2008 (because you can't
get to 2008 from 2007) and look at the very first pics for winter 2008 and then continue to compare
them. You will get an estimate of when Jupiter was changed out for a starship showing a hologram.
Star Fleet tried to ignite Jupiter when it was behind our sun from us in late December 2007 into early
January and for a bit more time into winter 2008 while it was still far from earth. It didn't cooperate, the
involution was not going correctly that is required first. It became too dangerous to continue working
on it, as the suns corona was not longer available to buffer the blast, which would have caused an axis
shift of about 5 degrees, a lot of trouble for us.
So they yanked it behind the sun at that time to continue working on it, and put up the hologram. You
can see the difference in Chris pics from very early 2008 to a bit later. It's is VERY obvious is you
study it. Find some older quality pics on the internet, use Google images, and also compare the
current pics being taken. HUGE difference.
Last Edited by Candace on 8/19/2009 at 11:21 AM
Seeking Visionaries, who can and will create the many messianic missions, needed to heal Earth and
her peoples, and bring balance. Seeking those who can constantly expand their truth, and will strive
earnestly to stand in that truth 100% of the time, making every moment of every day, a Holy Event.
TWO OR MORE IN MY NAME. ~ www.abundanthope.net
*******************************************************
Posted by Orange, from the UB

About Urantia:
But with the Adamic default this regime, extending over a period of more than four hundred
and fifty thousand years, came to an end. In the spiritual spheres, angelic helpers continued to
struggle in conjunction with the Thought Adjusters, both working heroically for the salvage of
the individual; but no comprehensive plan for far-reaching world welfare was promulgated to
the mortals of earth until the arrival of Machiventa Melchizedek, in the times of Abraham, who,
with the power, patience, and authority of a Son of God, did lay the foundations for the further
uplift and spiritual rehabilitation of unfortunate Urantia.
Misfortune has not, however, been the sole lot of Urantia; this planet has also been the most

fortunate in the local universe of Nebadon. Urantians should count it all gain if the blunders of
their ancestors and the mistakes of their early world rulers so plunged the planet into such a
hopeless state of confusion, all the more confounded by evil and sin, that this very background
of darkness should so appeal to Michael of Nebadon that he selected this world as the arena
wherein to reveal the loving personality of the Father in heaven. It is not that Urantia needed a
Creator Son to set its tangled affairs in order; it is rather that the evil and sin on Urantia
afforded the Creator Son a more striking background against which to reveal the matchless
love, mercy, and patience of the Paradise Father.P.853;1-2

ObeWaneKenobe and all,
About the many religions that are on the planet from the UB.
The many religions of Urantia are all good to the extent that they bring man to God and bring
the realization of the Father to man. It is a fallacy for any group of religionists to conceive of
their creed as The Truth; such attitudes bespeak more of theological arrogance than of
certainty of faith. There is not a Urantia religion that could not profitably study and assimilate
the best of the truths contained in every other faith, for all contain truth. Religionists would do
better to borrow the best in their neighbors' living spiritual faith rather than to denounce the
worst in their lingering superstitions and outworn rituals. P. 1012;4
Every race of mankind has its own mental outlook upon human existence; therefore must the
religion of the mind ever run true to these various racial viewpoints. Never can the religions of
authority come to unification. Human unity and mortal brotherhood can be achieved only by
and through the super endowment of the religion of the spirit. Racial minds may differ, but all
mankind is indwelt by the same divine and eternal spirit. The hope of human brotherhood can
only be realized when, and as, the divergent mind religions of authority become impregnated
with, and overshadowed by, the unifying and ennobling religion of the spirit--the religion of
personal spiritual experience.P.1734;1

**************************************************
And this was my last post, after some took to needing to correct my errors. Sometimes I have had
enough for a time. Candace
I am not going to continue in this thread as it stands right now, except maybe to read a bit. I do NOT
like to have to wade through everybody correcting that which God has brought, whether from the
Journals, the UB, or through AH or the only other really legitimate source, the wisdom of the rays.
If Candace makes an error, Candace will correct it except I could care less about the typos. This
thread has turned but into another battering ram, and I do not do this work only to have time spent
battering back. You can take of the material or toss it out the window, that is YOUR choice. I will
continue to create threads of interest to myself. We have a major planetary mess and it would
behoove those who are disconcerting here to get in touch with God and start working on fixing the
mess, which is the goal of AH to begin with, stimulating the fixing. How about posting some mission
statements?
This was to be an ask Candace thread, and it degenerated hugely, even with Menow now gone. It was
not to be a thread to point out the errors in the information from God and argue them endlessly. 'And
the HOLY SaLuSa does NOT work with Mike Quinsey and she is very aware and does not put out
material contradictory to the purposes at this time.
Have at it. Perhaps a mod will offer me grace and take the thing down. There is good work going on
here, but I will not be part of it anymore. It was my creation and it continues to be ruined. I do much
appreciate your work here Orange, God Bless.
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